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Whilst I don’t not want to play down some 
of the challenges that many members face, 
I think we can all be guilty of talking things 
down, when in reality we are the only ones 
that will ever talk Manufacturing up.

Neither do I get carried away with the 
arguments for Industrial Strategy, that is 
not because I don’t think we need one, 
but more to the point, I don’t think this 
government would know what to do with 
one!! It would be like putting someone who 
can’t drive behind the steering a wheel of a 
formula one car. 

They can’t even engage with the right 
people, if you look at the Business Council 
they put together, who did they represent? 
Certainly not CBM members. SME’s are 
constantly let down, even ignored, used 
by the B5 to bolster their numbers but 
not support them at the coalface.  As a 
result ,to date all they have come up with 
are piecemeal policies that represent a 
patchwork quilt which have done very little 
to serve the manufacturing sector.  I am 
also fascinated by the way they keep using 
the words  ’advanced manufacturing’ as 
if it’s something new and not aligned to 
current manufacturing processes, certainly 
not related to our metal forming members.  

The reality could not be further from the 
truth, which I have witnessed first hand 
from my visits to members over the last 
couple of months. At both of our Tier 1 
member’s Sertec  Group and Gestamp 
I have witnessed the most advanced 
manufacturing techniques in pressing and 
assembly, as good as anywhere else in 
the world. At Steel and Alloy Processing 
Ltd we witnessed the rewards of their 
investment with cutting edge process lines 
and an enviable safety record stretching 
back years. Then in our forging sector a 
small SME in Sheffield, Footprint Tools 
who make hand tools, who with the support 
from AFRC have installed a £1.4 million 
state-of-the-art Schuler precision linear 
forge, which is fully automated with robotic 
handling, the only one of its kind in the UK 
and one of only two in Europe.

I am totally enthused by what l have 
seen,  It clearly shows what is being 
achieved with investment, coupled with 
the UK manufacturing and engineering 
skills they possess, that this really is 
advanced manufacturing at its finest from 
my perspective.  I am aware that there is a 
nervousness about investment, especially 
in our SMEs, the fear of what problem 
comes next, but it’s important that we help 
create an environment that gives them 
reassurance and a confidence to invest.

Government Engagement 
I see this as a real challenge for CBM, we 
are good at it but access is restricted, we 
will be actively seeking stronger links with 
the Department of Business and Trade 
but also other departments, whoever is in 
Government. This is critical to ensure our 
members voice is heard, as we often say 
‘we deliver the message from the coalface’, 
SME’s in particular, which  is a theme 
through this review. 

Local Government is also important 
especially with devolution to local Mayors 
in the West Midlands and Greater 
Manchester with the demise of the 
LEPs more funding is being released. I 
remember the MAS model that worked 
so well, l will be pushing our Mayor, Andy 
Street, making him understand what we 
need and recognise that funding needs to 
be easier to access especially for SMEs 
and only then do we have a chance of 
delivering world  class standards across 
more of our metal forming industry, like the 
examples l have already mentioned. 

Rules of Origin 
As we see this year out, we still have some 
work to do, with a hard deadline still in 
place on Rules of Origin, which impacts 
OEMs here and in Europe, it needs to be 
delayed or removed, The impact would 
reverberate to all our members in the 
automotive sector,  through all levels of the 
supply chain. 

CBAM
We are also continuing to push for more 
understanding on CBAM , firstly on what is 
required from the EU in terms of reporting 
but also what are the UK government going 
to put in place. 

Steel Safeguarding 
As you will be aware Steel Safeguarding is 
back on the agenda, with the TRA making 
recommendations to the government next 
year. The CBM has already made it’s 
submission, which they will follow through 
up with TRA and by lobbying DBT to 
ensure we get the right outcome. 

Minister For Manufacturing 
Whether it be with the government or 
the next this is important , irrespective 
of who is the Secretary of State, the 
portfolio is too big to cover all aspects 
of the department. Manufacturing is too 
important, pivotal to the economy and 
GDP to be short changed. There is also 
failure to hear the huge voice of the 
SME’s who are constantly ignored and 
failed by the B5 lobbying groups. It is not 
an easy one, Andrea Wilson is leading a 
sterling campaign, which we will support in 
whatever way we can.

Finally 
As we head into this Christmas break, I 
want to thank the CBM team for all their 
work throughout the year, that includes our 
sector specialists and Board Members. A 
big thank you to all the members for their 
support throughout the year, especially 
those who helped with our lobbying and 
media requests. I can’t emphasise how 
important this is in supporting the work we 
do to help support all of you. 

This is a time that l feel that we get a true 
break and gives us some quality time 
to enjoy our families and hopefully get 
some rest.  So l wish all of our member 
companies, their employees and families 
a very Merry Christmas and a Happy and 
Healthy New Year.  Let’s enter 2024 with a 
positive outlook, I will certainly be focused 
on the positive moving forward supporting 
our members and manufacturing 
community. 

Steve Morley
President of the Confederation of British 
Metalforming

Final Presidents Review of 2023

• Steve Morley,  
CBM President

Crikey, where did those three months go? It feels like only yesterday since I was writing the Presidents 
Review for the last Metal Matters. It has certainly been a very busy quarter but I am even more 
confident that the optimism I wrote about in my last review hasn’t diminished one iota. 

http://www.thecbm.co.uk
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CBM membership pays for itself thanks to the 
opportunities, access and cost management 

benefits you receive. Contact us to discuss your 
business needs and the best membership 

The UK’s only specialist manufacturers’ organisation for 
experts in metalforming

Why Join the CBM 

You get valuable influence, business support, technical 
expertise and market insight as a CBM member. 

Lobbying & Promotion 
Get your voice heard within Government and the wider 
manufacturing industry 
• Benefit from our active lobbying support, which has played 

a key role as post-brexit trade negotiations accelerate and 
business conditions continue to be challenging.  

• We collaborate with the Department for Energy Security 
and Net Zero (DESNZ) on a weekly basis, covering issues 
ranging from Rules of Origin, electricity prices, Steel 
Safeguarding, labour and skills to name but a few.  

• Our mission is to represent UK in those industry discussions 
– and help you access opportunities through collaboration 
with a broad stakeholder group. 

Compliance & Cost Management 
Save money through your CBM membership 
• As a CBM member, you get access to a range of practical 

services that save money and make operations easier. 
• Our accredited energy tax rebate service is a key benefit – 

it’s saved members £4 million+ annually in Climate Change 
Levy Tax on thier energy bills.  

• You can boost your savings with our cost-effective 
Streamlined Energy & Carbon Reporting compliance service 
and Energy Saving Opportunity Scheme assessments – as 
well as discounted meeting room hire, our free business 
support helpline and more. 

Marketing & Business Development Support 
• Build relationships and develop opportunities 
• CBM members come from across the supply chain – and 

work across automotive, aerospace, rail, defence, energy 
and Construction. We help you build relationships with 
potential customers and partners.  

• You can also use our platform to promote your business – 
in Metal Matters magazine, at industry events and among 
our growing social media audience. Our popular website 
directory and Buyers’ Guide is a popular way to get noticed 
by supply chain managers. 

Technical Support 
Leverage expert knowledge of metalforming techniques 
• Whether you have a problem or want advice on a new 

process, our sector specialists are here to help. With your 
CBM membership, technical support is quick and cost-
effective.  

• Over 130 years’ experience with our Sector Specialists who 
cover Forging, Fastening, Press work and Sheet Metal  

Innovation & Knowledge Sharing 
Keep your business on the front foot 
• CBM events give you opportunities to share knowledge and 

best practice. Thanks to member days, sector group meetings, 
monthly market reports and more, it’s easy to learn about 
developments that will help your business. 

• Through your membership, you also benefit from our 
established links with universities and innovation hubs like 
Warwick Manufacturing Group, Advanced Forming Research 
Centre, Imperial College and Advanced Manufacturing 
Research Centre.  

Training & Skills Development 
Fill skills gaps and boost retention 
• We offer training opportunities for technical and non-technical 

roles, so you can fill gaps in your business.  
• In response to CBM member feedback, a level 6 

Apprenticeship (degree level) programme was developed by the 
CBMs Trailblazer group. 

• The level 6 Tool Process Design Engineer Apprenticeship was 
specifically created for the metal forming sector in recognition 
of increasing skills shortages. It is the only Apprenticeship that 
recognises the unique and specialist skills for this senior 
technical role. This apprenticeship is available to enrol on now.

Health & Safety 
• Our popular Health & Safety Group meetings provide a vital 

forum for sharing successes and getting advice on overcoming 
challenges.  

• You have access to our HSE helpline, as well as discounted 
private healthcare and occupational health services. 

NEW HR Support
• Exclusive access to a CBM dedicated website 
• Designated Client Relationship Manager
• Discounted rates for litigated matters in any Employment 

tribunal

CONTACT CBM NOW ON 
0121 601 6350 or 

email Melinda.jean@thecbm.co.uk 

t: 0121 601 6350 · e: info@thecbm.co.uk · www.thecbm.co.uk
Confederation of British Metalforming Centre · 47 Birmingham Road · West Bromwich · West Midlands B70 6PY 
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CBM NEWS

They say 80 plus percent of an iceberg is hidden below the water.
By Phil Matten, CBM Policy Advisor 

While the CBM is unquestionably one of the more effective UK trade bodies at generating visibility for key issues 
and communicating with its members, that 80:20 rule applies exactly the same. In fact, without all the activity 
that goes on ‘below the surface’, the CBM would not be anywhere near as effective as it is.
Every	effective	trade	body	needs	a	‘radar’	that	
constantly rotates and detects issues and trends that 
are likely to impact its membership. In an irrevocably 
interconnected industry that radar needs global reach 
and an extremely broad ‘sweep’. The even bigger 
challenge, though, is not just detection but the critical 
filtration	to	sort	out	the	wheat	from	the	chaff.	

Here’s a not untypical morning’s radar ‘catch’. 
Purchasing managers indices for UK, Eurozone 
and Global manufacturing; updates on UK trade 
remedies including steel safeguarding; European 
steel consumption and outlook; Rules of Origin on EV 
batteries; UK business barometer; trends in construction 
sectors; EU Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism; 
UK	insolvency	data;	how	Russian	sanctions	affect	GB-
Northern Ireland trading. 

Some of that is relatively straightforward ‘journalism’. 
Pick up the information – of course you need to know 
where	to	look	in	the	first	place	–	crosscheck,	refine	and	
edit it to deliver the key points to the members. Careful 
crosschecking for accuracy is essential, preferably 
always with tracking down the original source. In these 
days	of	immediate	news	feeds,	it	is	all	too	easy	to	go	off	
half-cocked.	At	the	least,	information	must	be	verified;	
often more detailed research and analysis is needed to 
fully understand the implications for CBM members. 

The primary aim is to provide concise but accurate 
information to members - to pinpoint and describe an 
‘incoming’ issue so that the recipient can quickly decide 
whether or not it is relevant to their business, whether 
they in turn need to carry out more research, and 
whether they need to act on the knowledge. That’s a key 
equation. CBM is often able to detect issues that are 
likely to impact some, perhaps many, of its members. 
Sometimes, through lobbying and media coverage 
we	can	ameliorate	the	impact.	However,	in	the	final	
analysis, it is often the member that must decide what it 
means for their business and how they are going to act 
upon the information. 

When it comes to Governments’ policies and regulatory 
changes it is always about trying to assess the impact 
on CBM members. ‘Governments’ is consciously plural. 
Like it or not UK businesses today are as much, in some 
cases more, impacted by European Union regulatory 
developments – to say nothing of the United States, 
China and many other governments. 

A good case study is the introduction of European 
enhanced sanctions, which now requires presentation of 
specific	evidence	that	products	entering	the	EU	do	not	
contain iron or steel originating in Russia. The UK also 
introduced similar requirements from 30th September 2023. 
CBM started informing its members weeks in advance of 
the implementation of the new requirements either side 
of the Channel. The process started months previously, 
and	intensified	some	ten	weeks	earlier	as	EU	information	
began	to	refine	and,	eventually,	specific	guidance	on	
implementation was published. As is often the case, 
careful monitoring was then necessary to track how the 
measures evolved, as national governments and customs 
authorities worked out how to put them into practice. At 
the outset, CBM alerted the UK Department of Business 
and Trade to its concerns over the stringency of the EU 
requirements and their potentially serious implications for 
UK exporters – that included providing copies of the EU 
regulations and guidance documentation. We also began a 
series	of	dialogues	with	DBT	officials	to	understand	exactly	
how parallel British sanctions would be implemented. 
That included feedback, which contributed to the UK 
implementing a more pragmatic requirement for evidence, 
which limited the impact on critical supply chains. As this 
is written CBM continues to monitor the impact of both 
sanction	regimes	and	also	to	pursue	further	clarifications,	
for example in relation to Northern Ireland. 

Simultaneously, the European Union launched its ground-
breaking Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism. This 
obliges EU importers to report on embedded carbon 
content in an extensive range of steel and other products, 
until end 2025. Thereafter importers must purchase CBAM 
certificates	based	on	the	embedded	carbon	values.	Unlike	
the hard deadline created by the Russian sanctions, the 
implications of CBAM will ratchet tighter as Q4 progresses, 
and EU importers recognise and act on their obligation to 
make	a	firstly	quarterly	report	in	January.	The	ratchet	effect	
will	continue	in	the	first	half	of	2024,	heading	to	the	1st	July	
deadline from which EU importers will no longer be able to 
report using default values provided by the Commission, 
but will need to report actual emission data, necessarily 
obtained from their supply chain partners. Currently, CBM 
is working on understanding exactly how EU importers will 
need to report this data and, hence, what they will demand 
of their UK supply partners.

Cutting through these complexities is a key role for 
the CBM. On the surface things might look quite 
straightforward. In the depths, however, cruel monsters of 
immense proportions lurk!

http://www.thecbm.co.uk
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Inherent in all that has just been described are several 
key capabilities. The obvious ones are about research 
and analysis, itself often complex and occasionally 
monstrous (one EU guidance document ran to a mere 
349 pages!). 
 
Just as important, are a range of other skill sets. 

CBM has plenty of internal expertise amongst its sector 
specialists and policy advisor. However, we cannot 
possibly always possess the knowledge or ability to 
dissect	these	complexities.	That	necessitates	effective	
networking, to obtain perspective and interpretation 
from	experts	in	many	different	fields.	Often	that	entails	
a ‘knowledge trade’.  CBM’s coinage in that trade is our 
ability to provide valuable information to those experts, 
both through our own research and analysis, and 
through ‘on the ground’ insight from our members. 

This is equally true of relationships with government 
departments and regulatory bodies. Over recent years 
CBM	has	regularly	alerted	officials	to	developments	
and trends, providing insights and interpretations that 
they	openly	acknowledge	are	otherwise	very	difficult	to	
obtain. CBM has forged trust relationships, built on our 
own and our members expertise, insights and analysis, 
as well as the personal integrity of key CBM personnel. 
Policy makers are bombarded by many voices 
representing	specific	interests.	CBM	may	not	be	the	
largest or the loudest. However, we strive to be amongst 
the most trustworthy. As a result, CBM has succeeded 

in winning recognition of our members concerns and needs; 
achieving important changes to policy or implementation to 
support them. 

CBM is also actively represented at and contributes to many 
other business and technical bodies. Domestically, that 
includes the UK Metals Council, the SMMT, and Make UK 
amongst others. The CBM also energetically contributes to 
European and global bodies such as the EIFI, Euroforge 
and ICOSPA.

Underpinning all of this is CBM’s ability to forge trust 
relationships and, above all, its dogged commitment to 
represent the interests of its members. 

Not sure we could ever claim to be the proverbially graceful 
swan but, one thing is for sure, CBM is paddling like mad 
below the waterline to ensure it delivers value to our 
members.

CBM NEWS

We only went and won 
Proud to be the voice for the Metalforming sector.

CBM are delighted to have been the winners of 
the Manufacturing Innovation Champion Award 
(Organisation) at the Innovation Awards 2023 which took 
place in October.  The award celebrates the team that 
actively helps other companies make a quantum leap 
within the manufacturing sector. 

CBM were nominated for the award for our support to 
members in addressing the challenges and needs in the 
manufacturing sector and identifying opportunities for 
metalformers	to	maximize	their	business	efficiency	with	
new and innovative approaches.

Stephen Morley, President at CBM said ‘The CBM team 
were very proud and delighted to receive the award 
for Manufacturing Innovation Champion Organisation 
Award. Thanks to all the team for their hard work which 
made it possible”.

http://www.thecbm.co.uk
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Triumphs and Victories: A Recap of Recent Achievements
Steel safeguarding was one of the more pressing issues for CBM members, with many of them being forced to 
pay tariffs, in order to get their hands on the material they need to make their products.
For some time, it appeared that the Government was 
oblivious to the situation, with the quota agreed to 
protect UK Steel actually having a detrimental impact 
on the downstream supply chain - getting them to adjust 
levels was not an easy task.

Fronted by President Steve Morley, the CBM embarked 
on	a	concerted	campaign	to	raise	the	profile	of	this	
issue and this was done in the corridors of Whitehall and 
importantly in the trade and national media, with CBM 
featured	in	more	than	100	different	publications.

This included the Financial Times, Telegraph, Politico, 
Reuters and on various BBC outlets, piling the pressure 
on to Ministers to do the right thing and increase the 
quota	afforded	to	our	domestic	manufacturers.

“They eventually listened,” pointed out Steve Morley, 
who has more than thirty years’ experience in 
manufacturing.

“British steel mills have not been able to supply the Cat 
12a materials our members need to support critical 
domestic and export supply chains, nor are they likely 
to be able to do so in the near future. So, what exactly 
were the Government looking to protect? It wasn’t UK 
jobs in downstream metal manufacturing and that’s what 
we pointed out.”

He continued: “After numerous attempts to address the 
issue,	the	powers	that	be	finally	came	up	with	a	solution	
that worked, as well as it could ever do, for both parties. 
Little hope was given that we would reach this situation, 
so this was a big win.”

The wins did not stop there, with the momentum from 
the steel safeguarding success helping to push the 
conversation around energy prices and ensure the 
concerns of companies – including our vital SMEs – 
were heard.

From the outset, the CBM provided clear evidence of 
the huge increases in energy costs that its members 
were facing and detailed how much the support scheme 
would cover. 

However, even with the Energy Business Relief Scheme 
in place, many companies were struggling to survive, 
and in one case, there was a manufacturer who has saw 
energy costs rise from £1m to £4.5m and a turnover that 
remained	relatively	flat.	

“How	do	you	even	begin	to	find	an	answer	for	that?”	
added Steve. “One way we can help is by working with 
firms	to	reduce	their	energy	costs,	but	all	the	savings	in	
the world aren’t going to meet those price increases.

“In addition to the practical support, we have also 
kept our foot down on the lobbying and it was when 
the Government referred us to Ofgem that we quickly 
realised that the energy regulator did not cover non-
domestic users – thus leaving our members with 
nowhere to go.

“We highlighted this to the Department for Business 
and Trade and also used our membership of the West 

Midlands Industrial Energy Taskforce – led by Mayor Andy 
Street	–	to	include	this,	alongside	the	need	for	firms	to	
have	the	ability	to	renegotiate	locked-in,	high-cost	fixed	
energy deals, as two of the priority recommendations in its 
influential	report.

“It was a huge win for us when Ofgem announced that 
guidelines have now changed and that they have more 
regulatory powers to deal with the brokerage market, not 
to mention closer collaboration between Government and 
industry	to	address	some	of	the	built-in	flaws	in	the	UK’s	
complex energy markets.”

The CBM’s next focus of attention will be the Carbon 
Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM), an EU legislation 
and EU/Russian sanctions that could both have serious 
ramifications	here	in	the	UK.

Strong Year

The Confederation of British Metalforming has had a very 
strong year, with a 10% increase in membership, including 
the likes of BCW Group, Ricor Group, Pargate and 
Schneider Electric.

This	reflects	the	growing	profile	of	the	trade	body,	its	
relationship with the UK Metals Council and its vast array 
of	services	that	are	supporting	firms	during	these	difficult	
times.

These range from access to the conference and meeting 
facilities of the National Metalforming Centre in the heart 
of the West Midlands and participation in major national 
surveys to helping shape new degree level apprenticeships 
in Tool Process and Die Engineering.

Geraldine concluded: “It’s a very exciting time to become a 
part of the CBM. We’re continually listening to companies 
in	our	sector	so	that	we	reflect	their	different	requirements,	
and this is seeing us become increasingly involved in 
innovation projects and accessing funding to develop new 
technologies.

“Our membership base employs over 40,000 people and 
a combined turnover of £4bn…that makes it an extremely 
important sector for our domestic economy.”

http://www.thecbm.co.uk
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CBM would like to welcome Powell Steels Limited as new members
Powell Steels was established back in June 1997 & became a limited company at the beginning of the following 
year, when it moved into offices in Gypsy Lane, Willenhall, where it set out to become a provider of strip mill 
products primarily to the end user market.
Based upon the foundations of clients at the time, such as 
Kenham Tools & Pressings Limited & other Metalrax Group 
Companies, in the main, it grew and expanded to a turnover of 
£1.8 million with just two employees and based upon utilising 
the additional capacity found within the service centre market 
and without any machinery or transportation of their own 
established itself as a high quality, delivery driven business, 
ensuring this from well-established mill supply routes, which 
they concentrated upon broadening in the early years.

The basis of any sustainable business is it’s core values 
and beliefs alongside that of committed quality suppliers 
and in tandem with superb customer relations and good 
communication	skills	provided	the	business	to	flourish	yet	
further over a period of ten years up until, the credit crash of 
2008, where a decision was made by the then 100% owner 
and MD – Mr Steve Tinley to downsize the business and 
protect	the	finances	built	over	that	initial	period.

Certain contracts were maintained and to this day they still are 
the bedrock of the business, however having taken roles back 
at William King for a time & thereafter a Director’s role at APS 
Metal Pressings Limited for the past almost 10 years, Steve 
decided to re-brand & launch the business again at the UK 
Metals Expo at the NEC in October 2023. In conjunction with 
the CBM we have started to establish a way to invite members 
to seek alternate procurement routes through the association.

CBM NEW MEMBERS

If you wish to contact Powell Steels Limited, they would be only to 
happy to engage with you on either of the numbers below or via 
the e-mail address provided stevetinley@apsmith.co.uk & in the 
directory.

CBM would like to welcome Hariton Machinery Company Inc as new members
We have 50 years of experience helping customers find machines.
My wife and I started Hariton Machinery in 1970. We have 
been in constant contact for 50 years with major manufacturers 
throughout	the	World	and	therefore	we	are	able	to	offer	you	
the best New and Used late model equipment. We maintain 
an inventory of hundreds of machines, with more coming in 
daily. We stand behind them 100% as opposed to purchasing 
a machine through a broker or at a public auction. As well, you 
will always receive our 30 Day MDNA return privilege on any 
machine which is sold from our inventory.

We have sales representatives in Mexico, India, Australia, 
South Korea, Brazil, Germany, Japan, Thailand, Turkey, Spain 
and Italy.

Hariton Machinery also specializes machinery for the Open and 
Impression or Closed Die Forging Industry, as well as the Warm 
and Cold Forming Industry. We are in constant communication 
with manufacturers that use various types of Hot Forging 
Machines which enables us to gather what is available on the 
market today.

Another area of expertise for Hariton Machinery Co., is the 
appraisal and evaluation of this same type of equipment. That 
is in our specialty. This could be done for you, or your bank, 
or perhaps a leasing organization who may be interested 
in	financing	the	purchase	of	additional	equipment	for	use	in	
your	facility.	We	presently	have	two	certified	and	accredited	
appraisers on hand for your appraisal needs. All of this of 
course	is	done	on	a	strictly	confidential	basis.

We are always in the market for good used equipment – from a 
single machine up to an entire manufacturing facility. During the 
past 51 years we have been involved in the outright purchase 

CBM NEW MEMBERS

of a number of small and larger Fastener and Cold Forming, Wire 
Forming, Hot Forging Manufacturing facilities. We are willing 
to	make	an	offer	on	a	single	piece	of	equipment	or	an	entire	
facility and are immediately available at any time to discuss your 
requirements. We will go anywhere in the world to inspect and buy 
your surplus machinery. We are also members in good standing in 
the Forging Industry Association (FIA).

Hariton Machinery has two generations actively working together 
to continue to serve your needs to supply you with the biggest 
selection of high quality new and used metal working machinery 
and equipment. Let’s start the next 51 years together.

Hariton Machinery Company, Inc.
810 Union Ave.
Bridgeport, CT 06607-1137
www.haritonmachinery.com
mark@haritonmachinery.com
(203)	367-6777	x301	Office	(203)	216-5536	Cell	

http://www.thecbm.co.uk
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Gestamp and In-Comm launch new training centre
One of the UK’s leading automotive suppliers has joined forces with In-Comm Training to boost its learning and 
development offer and support employee retention.
Gestamp, which manufactures metal components for use in 
car body structures, has invested in a dedicated training centre 
at its plant in Four Ashes in Wolverhampton.

The six classrooms are being used to deliver Lean 
Manufacturing Apprenticeships for a minimum of 60 existing 
Team Members every year, as well as a host of other 
development activities designed to increase the skills base of 
its 650-strong workforce.

The Gestamp Training Centre (GTC) took twelve months to 
develop and houses two In-Comm Training experts, as well 
as Gestamp training specialists to oversee the Level 2 course 
that	combines	theory	with	significant	practical	training	on	the	
shopfloor.

Recruited	from	all	production	areas	within	the	business,	staff	
undertake a 10-week programme of training before completing 
an	improvement	project	on	the	shopfloor	and	an	endpoint	
assessment.

This project has been supported by the West Midlands 
Combined Authority, allowing Gestamp access to unspent 
levy funding by other organisations to use the apprenticeship 
model	to	develop	existing	staff	and	new	recruits.

The longer-term vision for the facility is that it will grow 
its	offering	to	employees	in	more	technical	courses	and	
qualifications.

“We’ve	transitioned	and	recruited	up	to	650	staff	to	our	new	
Four Ashes manufacturing facility and, now this is complete, 
the next step was to get the Training Centre up and running,” 
pointed out Philip Carr, Learning and Development Manager at 
Gestamp.

“In-Comm Training has been supporting us with 
apprenticeships and upskilling courses for more than a 
decade, so are the perfect partner to team up with to make this 
a	reality.	In	the	first	few	weeks	of	the	centre	being	open	we’ve	
delivered over 1000 hours of training!”

He continued: “Together, we’ve developed the dedicated 
learning space to support delivery of a Level 2 Lean 
Manufacturing Operative apprenticeship. 60 of our employees 
are	on	the	first	cohort	and	we	want	to	do	the	same	number	
every year for the next four – meaning we’ll support nearly 250 
people	through	this	qualification	alone.	This	is	in	addition	to	the	
40 employees that are already enrolled on other Level 2 to 6 
apprenticeships.

Philip Carr (Gestamp) with Bekki Phillips (In-Comm 
Training)“In addition to boosting the skills within the business, 
we also want to give employees an incentive to stay with us. 
The current labour market is so competitive and ‘retention’ is 
just as big as recruitment for us.”

Gestamp invested more than £50m in the purpose built facility 
in Four Ashes, a state-of-the-art manufacturing plant which 
produces hot and cold stampings to all of the major automotive 
brands.

The company also invests heavily in its people and, in addition 
to the GTC, is working with In-Comm Training to deliver 
apprenticeships in toolmaking, robotics, skilled maintenance 

and continuous improvement.

Bekki	Phillips,	Chief	Operating	Officer	at	In-Comm	Training,	added	
her support: “This is another fantastic example of how we are taking 
an employer-led approach to bridging the skills gap in industry.

“It’s more than just delivering courses; it’s about working with 
manufacturers to identify current and future issues then creating 
innovative solutions that provide both short and long-term answers.

“This is what we’ve done with the GTC. It gives Philip and the team a 
home that they can call their own and, importantly, has opened up the 
ability to upskill nearly 250 people between now and 2027. There’s 
also a big focus on retention and giving individuals more reasons to 
stay and grow within the business.”

Gestamp’s Training Centre is the latest in a long line of major 
milestones for In-Comm Training and follows on from the launch of 
its £3m Technical Academy in Telford and the £1m Precision Tooling 
Academy at its HQ in the Black Country.

The	latter	is	a	UK	first	and	provides	a	live	commercial	tool	room	for	
global projects and a professional training ground for the toolmakers 
and designers of the future.

For further information, please visit www.gestamp.com or www.in-
comm.co.uk

About Gestamp
Gestamp is a multinational specialized in the design, development 
and manufacture of highly engineered metal components for the 
main vehicle manufacturers. It develops products with an innovative 
design	to	produce	lighter	and	safer	vehicles,	which	offer	lower	
energy consumption and a lower environmental impact. Its products 
cover the areas of BiW, chassis and mechanisms. 
The Company is present in 24 countries with 115 production plants 
(5 under construction), 13 R&D centers and a workforce of nearly 
43,000 employees worldwide. Its turnover in 2022 was €10,726 
million. Gestamp is listed on the Spanish stock exchange under the 
ticker GEST.

http://www.thecbm.co.uk
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Changing for good - Allied Copper Alloys Ltd 
“Change, sustainability, innovation, and diversification are the future of Steel & Alloy Processing” – Gonvarri 
Industries.
Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Industries (S&A) is a well-known strip 
steel	and	aluminium	processor	that	offers	a	range	of	products	
and services across its business lines.  Whilst S&A may be 
best known in the industry as an automotive service centre, 
they	have	recently	diversified	into	UK	markets	outside	of	
automotive whilst also adapting a number of lines to enable 
the processing of alternative materials such as aluminium. 

In 2018, which was also the company’s 50th anniversary, S&A 
opened its state-of-the-art facility in Oldbury, UK.  The Pope 
Lanes site was a £27 million investment supported by S&A’s 
parent company, Gonvarri Industries, and was constructed 
to facilitate the business’ continued commitment to the 
automotive market and to the Sandwell area, which has been 
the home of S&A for most of its 50 year history. 

S&A’s investment is making a major contribution toward the 
automotive industry’s prime objective of making vehicles 
lighter, stronger and safer.  With the deadline for the complete 
ban on the sale of new internal combustion engine (ICE) 
passenger vehicles due to start in the UK and EU between 
2030 and 2035 urgent action was needed.  The carmakers 
have responded with astonishing speed and are introducing 
more and more alternative fuelled vehicles to replace 
traditional ICE cars.  By being able to process blanks for hot 
sheet stamping, high-strength steels and aluminium, S&A are 
at the forefront of this strategy. 

Working in conjunction with a range of steel supply partners 
right	around	the	world,	S&A	are	well	placed	to	offer	green	steel	
to the marketplace.  Massive investment is currently being 
made by the major steel producers to change the steel making 
process	resulting	in	significant	reductions	in	CO2	and,	in	the	
near future, carbon neutral production. 

Indirectly, all of these changes have been to facilitate a move 
towards a more environmentally-sound future.  As S&A’s 
Managing Director, Paul Whitehouse, explains “The Gonvarri 
Group has a Carbon Neutral policy with clearly established 
targets: to be scope one and two compliant, and to have 
reduced our scope three emissions by 50 percent, by 2030, 
and to be fully scope three compliant by 2050.  Our owners are 
very passionate on this topic and have clearly communicated 
their commitment to the Leadership Team.  S&A is currently on 
target to meet these carbon neutral targets.”

S&A’s strategy of focusing purely on automotive steel 
products, a decision taken during the early 1990’s, was a 
very successful one and saw the business grow from around 
80,000 Tonnes per annum to a peak of more than 320,000 
Tonnes of steel in 2016.  UK automotive production had 
averaged around 1.8m vehicles per annum at the start of the 
century	and	recovered	well	from	the	global	financial	crisis	of	
2008 getting back to 1.8m vehicles again in 2016.  However, 
from that time the market started to decline.  COVID-19 and 
the ensuing shortages of semiconductors took productivity 
below 1m where it currently remains in 2023.  Some recovery 
is expected but forecasts suggest that output will be between 
1.0m and 1.1m for the next ten years.
Commercial Director, Owen Marshall, explains “we could 
see that the reduction in demand for automotive products 
presented a clear threat to the business.  We could also 
see that our automotive customers’ needs were shifting 
slightly; with less slit coil and fewer rectangular blanks 
but greater demand for more complex parts such as 

trapezoidal and shaped blanks.  The investment in Popes Lane 
was essential in allowing us to meet our customers’ needs.  At the 
same time, it provided additional capacity that enabled us to start 
producing	aluminium	and	to	enter	different,	“non-auto”	markets	in	
a	meaningful	and	long-term	way;	for	the	first	time	in	many	years.		
This	diversification	has	helped	to	provide	long	term	security	to	the	
business.”  

Working with new materials and in new markets presented to new 
challenges across the whole business.  S&A responded, investing 
in training and bringing in new, experienced, people to supplement 
the existing team.  Owen Marshall went on to explain, “Processing 
aluminium, for example, presented new challenges.  With material 
up	to	five	times	more	expensive	than	steel,	we	were	very	aware	of	
the	risk/reward	profile.		Different	grades	of	material	have	different	
shelf lives, for example, so there is a real threat of obsolescence.  
We had to educate the whole team to help them understand these 
different	characteristics,	how	to	handle	and	process	the	material,	how	
to segregate scrap correctly, while still maintaining superb product 
quality. This was a large transformation for the business.   Line 
Modifications	have	continued	and	Steel	&	Alloy	now	offer	slit	coil,	
rectangles, shapes and trapezoids in Aluminium.” 

Whilst the steel industry has a long and rich history, S&A takes 
pride in moving forward in a progressive way.  Recognising that 
businesses today must act responsibly, the S&A has developed 
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) strategies to enable 
these behaviours.  Steel & Alloy has introduced a voluntary Charity 
Club	where	employees	contribute	via	a	monthly	Salary	Sacrifice	
Scheme which is then matched by an equal contribution by the 
business.  The proceeds of this help to support local and national 
charities nominated by members of the scheme.

S&A also participate in Gonvarri Industries “Women of Steel” 
program, actively promoting engagement, education and training with 
the goal of increasing the number of female employees in an industry 
where the norm is just 13%.  S&A has currently 25 percent female 
staff	employees,	which	is	growing!		S&A	is	also	pushing	forward	with	
their Apprentice Scheme and are actively recruiting for vacancies in 
their Commercial and Quality teams.

Paul Whitehouse concludes, “The future for S&A is a bright one!  
The	financial	strength	of	Gonvarri	Industries	underpins	a	number	of	
approved investment opportunities that run well into the future.  This 
will allow us to continue to diversify, innovate, add more materials, 
products and processes.  We want to be the market leader in the 
processing of steel and aluminium and be our customers preferred 
partner for years to come.”

http://www.thecbm.co.uk
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Brandauer’s Rowan Crozier awarded Honorary Doctorate from 
Birmingham City University
The CEO of a 161-year-old award-winning metal engineering business has been bestowed an honorary doctorate 
from Birmingham City University (BCU) for his outstanding contribution to industry and academia.  

Rowan Crozier, who runs Birmingham-based Brandauer, 
received his award as part of the University’s summer 
graduation ceremonies held at Birmingham’s Symphony 
Hall.  
  
The boss of the precision tooling and metal stamping 
specialist, which produces millions of parts that are sent 
to more than 26 countries across the world every week, is 
also being recognised for his commitment to developing 
the engineers of the future, through work with BCU’s 
School of Engineering and Built Environment. 
  
Crozier, who is also chair of the Make UK National 
Advisory Board and co-chair of the Industry Advisory 
Board for Birmingham City University, said: “I am shocked 
and proud to receive this recognition. 
  
“I hope that it inspires all new graduating engineers into 
a career in UK manufacturing - and especially consider 
the unlimited possibilities of working at a small to medium 
sized enterprise. 

“Thank you to BCU and I hope it’s students and graduates 
always keep innovation at the heart of everything they do.” 
  
Under Crozier’s leadership, Brandauer has implemented 
a bespoke apprenticeship programme that currently 
accounts	for	15%	of	the	firm’s	workforce,	whist	advocating	
for communication, technicality, and entrepreneurship 
as the core foundations of employability of all graduating 
engineers. 
  
The company has recently partnered with In-Comm 
Training on a £1m new Precision Tooling Academy in 
Aldridge to help reverse the critical skills drain being seen 
in toolmaking in the UK. 
 
It	is	part	of	Brandauer’s	ongoing	efforts	to	ensure	it	has	
the necessary resource to continue its global expansion, 
which	led	to	it	becoming	one	of	only	16	firms	in	the	West	
Midlands to collect the Queens Award for Enterprise in 
2019, winning the Made In The Midlands ‘Exporter of the 
Year’ award in the same year.  
  

(l-r) Nasser Sherkat (Head of Engineering at Birmingham City University), Rowan 
Crozier (Brandauer) and Hanifa Shah (Pro Vice-Chancellor & Executive Dean of 
the Faculty of Computing, Engineering & the Built Environment at Birmingham City 
University)

Professor Hanifa Shah, Pro Vice-Chancellor and Executive 
Dean of Faculty of Computing, Engineering & the Built 
Environment at BCU, said: “Rowan Crozier is extremely 
supportive of our aims to work closely with industry to 
maintain the relevancy and currency of our courses.  
 
“We	continue	to	work	with	him	to	develop	mutually	beneficial	
projects and activities alongside employment opportunities 
for our students.  
 
“The faculty community warmly congratulates him on the 
news of his honorary doctorate.” 

For further information, please visit www.brandauer.co.uk or 
follow @cbrandauer on Twitter.

Notes to editors:   
  
About Birmingham City University    
With more than 31,000 students from around 100 countries, 
Birmingham City University is a large and diverse place to study, 
located in the heart of the city. The University’s mission is to 
transform	the	lives	of	its	students	by	offering	a	wide	range	of	
contemporary,	flexible	courses	at	undergraduate	and	postgraduate	
level, with practice-based learning and international opportunities 
built into every stage.    

http://www.thecbm.co.uk
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WHY MANUFACTURING APPRENTICES ARE CRITICAL FOR THE 
INDUSTRY
The manufacturing sector is driven by innovation, technological advancements, and skilled professionals, and 
it’s evident that nurturing a new generation of talent is vital for its continued success. This is where manufacturing 
apprenticeships come into the picture.

At European Springs & Pressings, we understand the 
significance	of	apprenticeships	in	shaping	the	future	of	
manufacturing. With decades of experience as one of 
Europe’s leading spring and pressings manufacturers, 
we	have	witnessed	firsthand	the	transformative	impact	of	
apprenticeship programs on individuals and the industry.

So, we’d like to shed light on the critical role manufacturing 
apprentices play in driving innovation, meeting industry 
demands, ensuring a sustainable workforce and hopefully 
encouraging a new generation of spring manufacturers to join 
this exciting industry.

ADDRESSING THE SKILLS GAP
The skills gap refers to the disparity between the current 
workforce’s skills and the skills required by modern 
manufacturing industries. Manufacturing apprenticeships 
play a crucial role in addressing this skills gap within the 
sector. This is because, as technology advances and new 
processes emerge, there is an increasing need for a highly 
skilled workforce that can adapt to these changes and drive 
innovation.

For example, apprenticeship schemes provide hands-on, 
practical training that equips individuals with the skills and 
knowledge needed in the manufacturing industry. Rather 
than relying solely on theoretical education, apprentices 
gain valuable experience by working alongside experienced 
professionals, operating machinery, and participating in real-
world projects. This practical training ensures that apprentices 
develop the necessary skills to meet the industry’s evolving 
demands.

Two manufacturing engineers working together on a practical 
project

In addition, these training programs aren’t limited to entry-
level positions and can be used to upskill and reskill existing 
workers.	By	offering	apprenticeship	programs	to	existing	
employees, companies can address skill gaps within their 

own workforce and ensure that their employees remain updated 
with the latest technologies and processes.

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
As mentioned, apprenticeships aren’t limited to those beginning 
their career in the manufacturing industry but are often used to 
nurture a skilled and adaptable workforce. This is because these 
programs	allow	individuals	to	gain	practical,	industry-specific	
training and experience, enabling them to develop the essential 
skills needed to excel in the manufacturing sector. By combining 
on-the-job training with classroom instruction, apprenticeships 
create a seamless pathway for individuals to acquire the technical 
competencies, problem-solving abilities, and teamwork skills 
necessary for success.

Manufacturing apprenticeships are often favoured over degrees 
in the same subject because of the practical knowledge and 
experience trainees get. Of course, this hands-on experience is 
fantastic for new starters, but it’s also necessary for those already 
years into their careers, as it reminds them not to fall into bad 
habits and keeps their knowledge fresh.

IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY
It may come as a surprise, but manufacturing apprenticeships can 
actually have a positive impact on workplace productivity in several 
ways, for example:

Skill Development. Apprenticeships focus on providing practical, 
hands-on	training	that	directly	relates	to	the	specific	needs	of	the	
manufacturing industry. This training enables them to contribute 
effectively	and	efficiently	to	various	tasks	and	projects,	enhancing	
overall productivity.

Knowledge Transfer. Apprenticeships promote the transfer of 
knowledge from experienced professionals to apprentices. As 
a	result,	apprentices	quickly	become	proficient	in	their	roles,	
accelerating the learning curve and improving productivity.

Fresh Perspectives and Innovation. Manufacturing 
apprenticeships often attract young and enthusiastic 
individuals who bring fresh perspectives and innovative ideas 
to the workplace. Their exposure to the latest technologies, 
methodologies, and industry trends during their training allows 
them	to	offer	unique	insights	and	creative	solutions	that	can	help	
streamline operations and embrace technological advancements.

BUILDING STRONG COMMUNITIES
As	discussed,	there	are	many	benefits	of	manufacturing	
apprenticeships, but one of the primary reasons they’re so popular 
for companies in this sector is because of the strong communities 
they help to build. Manufacturing apprenticeships play a vital role 
in building strong communities by fostering economic growth, 
creating job opportunities, and empowering individuals within 
the local workforce. These training programs provide valuable 
pathways for individuals to enter the manufacturing industry, 
allowing them to develop in-demand skills and secure stable 
employment. When companies invest in apprenticeships, they 
contribute to local job creation, stimulating the economy and 
reducing unemployment rates.

In addition, as apprentices gain practical experience and 
knowledge, they become valuable assets to the community, 

http://www.thecbm.co.uk
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both socially and economically. This is because their 
newly	acquired	skills	benefit	the	manufacturing	sector	and	
extend to related industries, further bolstering the local 
economy.

APPRENTICESHIPS AT EUROPEAN SPRINGS
Here at European Springs, we’re committed to helping 
the wider industry by investing in the younger generation 
and	developing	our	apprenticeship	schemes.	We	offer	a	
range of apprenticeships that provide valuable training 

and career opportunities within the manufacturing industry. 
We have designed these programs carefully, ensuring they 
equip individuals with the skills, knowledge, and experience 
necessary to excel in various roles within the company.

If you’re interested in working with leading spring 
manufacturers in this ever-changing industry, we’d love to 
hear from you. Please take a look at our apprenticeship 
vacancies and don’t hesitate to get in touch for more 
information; a member of our team will be more than happy 
to help.

http://www.thecbm.co.uk
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FORGING

Somers Forge: Celebrating Excellence - Winning Two 
Engineering Awards
Somers Forge are proud to announce its 
recent achievements in suppling into the 
defence industry. The company has been 
honoured with two prestigious awards, one 
at the BAE Systems Quality Awards, taking 
home the Zero Defects award.  Through 
consistently delivering products with zero 
defects, they have established themselves 
as a key and trusted supplier.

Operations Director Alex Cross-  ‘’At Somers 
Forge we take great pride in ensuring that 
our customers receive only the very best, 
and the recent awards demonstrate the 
dedication applied and hard work of our 
entire team.’’

The second award was at the Dreadnought 
Alliance Supply Forum, where Somers 
were presented with a prestigious Award 
for Collaboration & Diligence. The work 
undertaken by Somers has set a new 
benchmark for others to follow, the 
collaborative approach working with 
the Supply Chain Team to demonstrate 
Appropriate, Attributable & Reasonable Cost 
on Tenders.  This remarkable achievement

is particularly noteworthy for a family run 
business  based in Halesowen, showcasing 
their ability to compete with global 
engineering companies.

Over the years, Somers Forge has evolved 
from solely supplying raw materials to 
expanding their capabilities and expertise 
in	producing	finished	machined	parts.	Now	
forging from 1kg to in excess of 60 tonnes, 
lengths up to 23 metres. With all inhouse 
heat treatment, machining and testing 
facilities

As Somers Forge looks towards a 
bright future, they remain committed to 
excellence in all aspects of their business.

Through ongoing investments, with plans to 
acquire more lathes for the upcoming year 
and talent development with the defence 
doubling this year. They aim to further 
enhance their capabilities and continue 
providing exceptional products and services 
for their valued customers.

Remarkable achievements from the historic Somers Forge based in Halesowen

Forged Railhead Replication For Partick Pumping Station 
Restoration Project in Glasgow

Our latest replication project was for a 
customer involved in restoration work 
at the Grade B-listed Partick Pumping 
Station located in the city of Glasgow, UK.
The existing fencing had to be completely 
replaced and required the replication of 
two railhead designs that matched the 
original aesthetics.

Brooks Forgings designed and produced 
tooling to hot forge the replacement 
railheads required for the project, all 
supplied as single units to be welded into 
the	final	fabrication	and	installed	on-site	
by our customer.

A total of 410 pieces of each railhead 
variant were supplied in support of the 
project (820 total).

If you are involved in restoration projects 
requiring the replication of existing metal 
components do get in touch with us by 
email at sales@brooksforgings.co.uk with 
more information and drawings.

Brooks Forgings specialise in the replication of decorative ironwork components required for 
historic restoration projects throughout the UK and beyond.  The production of forged railheads is a 
specific specialty of ours and can be offered as single units or forged directly to the bar in required 
overall lengths to minimise fabrication time.

FORGING

http://www.thecbm.co.uk
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Digital tools for increased efficiency
At Hatebur Metalforming Equipment Ltd, everything is pointing toward digitalization. The long-established 
machine builders from Switzerland are developing a wide range of digital services under the name of Hatebur 
Connect, designed to deliver new methods, increased process reliability and higher efficiency. The latest 
example: The innovative “online timing tool”.
“The focus on smart, digital services is entirely in keeping with our 
company philosophy,” explains Stephan Leibundgut, “since our 
vision is to deliver clever solutions for sustainable metal-forming 
that enrich people’s lives.” As Product Manager of Digital Services, 
Leibundgut is heavily involved in the design and implementation of 
Hatebur’s new digital tools. 

In accordance with the stated aim of the company from Reinach, 
near Basel, customers will benefit even more from the expertise 
and many years’ experience in forming technology. The process 
of digitalization will not change the personal service customers 
receive. Stephan Leibundgut sums it up neatly: “It goes without 
saying that our customers can still count on the individual advice 
and support of our technical specialists.”

Hatebur Connect Logo

Customer portal as a central entry point
The new Hatebur Connect customer portal serves as an entry point 
into the online world of Hatebur. Here, customers will be able to 
find all the relevant information for their fleet of Hatebur machines. 
Users can also book and manage all of the new digital services 
within the portal for more convenience.

Hatebur Connect customer portal showing overview of the machine 
fleet 
Online timing tool: Modeling without CAD models
The first of Hatebur’s digital services to be launched is the “online 
timing tool”. The application runs in the browser and helps users to 
manage and design machine setting parameters. As a result not 
only can new tools be added to the machine faster, but existing 
processes can also be optimized. With the online timing tool, 
Hatebur is making its expertise more readily available. 

The online timing tool has an integrated modeling system to create 
stages even without a CAD model. The workpiece is displayed in the 
path-time diagram and can be positioned anywhere in accordance 
with the current process step. Furthermore, the diagram has a zoom 
feature, a measurement feature, and also allows users to adjust the 
view to suit their requirements. “So, in a single application, users 
have all the aids they need to design a collision-free process,” 
explains Stephan Leibundgut.

Once the design has been completed in the online timing tool, the 
machine setting parameters are made available in such a way that 
they can be copied over to the machine in a recipe.

The improved design of the forming tools significantly reduces 
tool costs while also increasing process reliability. There is 
no longer any need to manually draw up the sequence of 
movements on paper. This optimizes the user experience and 
produces better results much faster. Furthermore, the set-up time 
is shortened because fewer readjustments (if any) are required 
on the machine.

Since the application is run in a browser, it can be accessed 
easily from different places. This means everyone involved in the 
process has access to the same pool of data.

Online timing tool

New possibilities with the servo main drive
When combined with the servo main drive and the locally driven 
parts transfer, the Hatebur COLDmatic CM 725 opens up new 
possibilities. The parts transfer comprises two components:  The 
grippers, which hold the workpiece, and the transfer unit, which 
conveys the formed parts from one forming station to the next. 
The movement of the press can be modeled, with the option 
to run various speeds in one cycle. During the part transfer, 
adjustments can be made to the start and stop angle of the 
transfer unit and the speed for opening and closing the grippers.

The online timing tool gives users the perfect support to make 
the best possible use of these new opportunities. All adjustment 
options are displayed in the online timing tool, making light work 
of designing the timing even for complex applications. What’s 
more, entire projects can be copied using the online timing tool. 
This allows users to display and compare different variants with 
ease.

Adjusting the kinematics for the main drive means that significant 
improvements can be made in terms of the tool life or production 
quantity without having to adapt the tool.

“We have optimized the pressram movement for an existing 
tool, which was already in production with the standard function 
and was delivering good process reliability,” explains Stephan 
Leibundgut. The strain rate was maintained in the process, 
meaning that the punches enter the dies just as quickly as with 
the standard function. If the tool is not engaged, the pressram is 
accelerated to the maximum speed and slowed back down prior 
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to the next forming process.

This ensured the process reliability remained the same as 
before. However, the output was increased by around 14%. 
Consequently, after one hour, the customer has 1000 more OK 
parts in the container than they would have with the standard 
pressram movement.

 

Image 4: Tool area of a Hatebur COLDmatic CM 725 machine
Image 5: Workpieces being transported to the next forming station (Hatebur 

COLDmatic CM 725 machine)

Remote support: Faster, more targeted, more efficient
For years now, new machines from Hatebur have had remote 
maintenance solutions integrated into them. This feature can 
also be retrofitted onto older machines. “We put our faith firmly 
in a tried-and-tested, security-certified solution,” explains 
Leibundgut. “Plus, we have built in a switch so that the customer 
can purposefully activate and deactivate the connection as 
required.”

Once activated by the customer, the Hatebur specialists can access 
current machine statuses in the event of a problem, and thereby 
provide tailored assistance. They quickly analyze measured values 
using the tools provided. If needed, technical specialists from different 
departments lend their expertise to jointly finding the best solution for 
the customer.

To keep the machine up to date, remote maintenance can also be 
used to run software updates and, in the case of conversions, to 
implement changes to control technology. Stephan Leibundgut is 
confident that remote support presents two major benefits in one 
fell swoop: “We keep not only travel time but also waiting times to 
an absolute minimum. This, in turn, dramatically increases machine 
availability.” 

SPECIAL 10% DISCOUNT FOR SPECIAL 10% DISCOUNT FOR 
CBM MEMBERS ON MEETING CBM MEMBERS ON MEETING 

ROOM HIREROOM HIRE

Getting back to We need to get back to meeting in person and the NMC Venue is 
the best place to do that, So the next time you’re planning a meeting, exhibition, 
training session or seminar, take the pressure off your own office space and give 
attendees something special with our discount room hire.

To learn more and enquire about dates, call Marie Williams on
0121 601 6350 or email reception@nmcvenue.com. For more 
information visit website NMCvenue.com The NMC Venue, home to CBM ticks all of the 

boxes for a great place to meet. 

• Convenient West Midlands location just 200 
yards from Junction 1 of the M5

• Free and secure parking

• Spaces that work well for hosting meetings for 
up to 120 people. 

• Free Wi-Fi for all attendees

• Free unlimited tea & coffee

• Out-of-hours availability – so you can hold 
meetings early in the morning, into the evening 
and  at weekends

• Catering from renowned providers, with a range 
of options to meet your needs

just mention you’re a member of the CBM to claim your discount.
Information correct at the time of printing

This WIinter This WIinter 
special offers special offers 

available using available using 
code NMC2023code NMC2023
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Reduced Loadability of DIN compared to ISO Nuts
by Bill Eccles, Bolt Science 
Some years ago, on a Bolt Science training course given to largely Design Engineers at a major manufacturer, 
they spoke about a thread stripping issue they had on one application. The nuts were stripping, and they didn’t 
know why. 
Looking at the nuts they had a |8| marking on them, 
they had assumed that they were property class 8 to the 
relevant ISO standard (which is ISO 898 Part2). They 
thought that the vertical bars at either side of the 8 was 
just decorative and of no significance. In fact, they are 
essentially a separate property class, property class |8| 
to a withdrawn DIN standard. Such nuts have what is 
referred to as reduced loadability, the nut’s proof load is 
lower than that of an ISO nut. The reduced strength of 
the DIN nut was a likely cause of the thread stripping 
issue that they were experiencing. 

Many of the modern fastener ISO standards were 
developed from original DIN standards, with the relevant 
ISO standard subsequently superseding the DIN 
standard. Effectively, the DIN standard becoming frozen 
at its last update. For example, August 2023 celebrates 
the 40th anniversary of the last update of a standard 
that is still used today in the manufacture of millions of 
nuts. In my experience most Engineers are unaware of 
the reduced loadability of DIN nuts when compared with 
nuts manufactured to the latest ISO standard. That is, 
they are unaware that they are weaker and more prone 
to thread stripping.

A relevant modern standard for nuts is ISO 4032, this 
provides details of the dimensions of the nuts and refers 
to the standard ISO 898 Part 2 for the mechanical property 
requirements. A property class 8 nut, as shown in the 
image, has defined specific strength properties. A proof 
load is how much load a nut can sustain on the threads 
without failing, this is specified in the ISO standard. For 
example, the proof load of an M12 property class 8 nut 
is 74200 N. The latest (2022) issue of the ISO 898-2 
standard increased the proof load of some of the larger 
thread sizes to reduce the risk from thread stripping. This 
further increases the disparity between DIN and ISO 
requirements.

An historic DIN standard for nuts is DIN 934, like the 
ISO standard this standard defines the nut dimensions 
and refers to another standard, DIN 267 Part 4, for the 
nut’s required mechanical properties. To differentiate 
from an ISO property class, such nuts have bars at 
either side of the property class marking, such as |8| 
as shown in the image. In this DIN standard, an M12 
property class|8|nut has a specified proof load of 67000 
N. Significantly less than that of an ISO nut. The reduced 
proof load requirement is also the case for other thread 

sizes. The term used in standards for such reduced 
strength characteristics is reduced loadability. Both the 
DIN 934 and DIN 267 Part 4 standards are withdrawn 
and no longer updated. The rub is that it is often stated 
by fastener suppliers that they are equivalent to the ISO 
standard; they are not.

If a bolt is over-tightened, for whatever reason, it is 
desirable that the bolt should fail by tensile fracture 
rather than failure occur as a result of the nut or bolt 
thread stripping. If the bolt breaks on tightening, it is 
obvious that a replacement is required. Thread stripping 
tends to be gradual in nature. If the thread stripping 
mode can occur, assemblies may enter into service 
which are partially failed, this may have disastrous 
consequences. Hence, the potential of thread stripping 
of both the internal and external threads must be 
avoided if a reliable design is to be achieved. When 
specifying nuts and bolts it must always be ensured 
that the appropriate grade of nut is matched to the bolt 
grade. For example, if a property class 8.8 bolt is to 
be used, a property class 8 nut, or better, should be 
used with it. The proof load requirement is the means by 
which to ensure that the nut has sufficient strength. The 
specified ultimate tensile load requirement for an M12 
property class 8.8 bolt is 67400 N which is higher than 
the DIN nut proof load of 67000 N but less than that of 
an ISO nut of 74200 N.

In most instances, since the bolt is tightened to loads well 
below the nut’s proof load, the DIN nuts perform satisfactorily, 
but not always. Thread stripping is more likely with a DIN nut 
than with an equivalent ISO nut. This is not just of academic 
interest; thread stripping failures and accidents have occurred 
as a result of DIN nuts being used rather than the appropriate 
ISO nuts. The last issue of the DIN 267 Part 4 standard was 
August 1983, 40 years ago, the standard consists of 8 pages 
compared to 29 pages in the latest (2022) ISO standard. 
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(There are many other differences between the standards, just 
the strength aspect is being highlighted here.) The sentence at 
the top of DIN 267 Part 4 standard is worth repeating: ‘Property 
classes as defined in DIN ISO 898 Part 2 shall be used for new 
designs.’ There are lots of nuts marked |8|, |10| and |12| that are 
on designs that are less than 40 years old. Most Engineers, in 
my experience, are unaware of the reduced loadability of DIN 
nuts and probably think that a nut marked |8| is the same as 
one marked 8. If they were aware, most would likely opt for the 
stronger ISO nut.

There are other differences between the ISO and DIN nut 
standards. For example, both the height of the nut and the width 
across flats dimension can be different. This is one reason why 
withdrawn DIN standards are continued to be used on existing 
designs is that there is a difference in the across flats dimension 
on certain sizes between DIN and ISO standards. This is true for 
M10, M12 and M14 nuts, with DIN nuts having a 1 mm greater 
width than the equivalent sized ISO nut and a 2 mm difference 
for M22 nuts.

Bolts and nuts are proof load tested independently. This allows 
different manufacturers to make nuts and bolts and allows 
separate checks to be completed, yet for the nut/bolt assembly 
combination to function as intended when made to matching 
standards. For example, ISO 898-1 for bolts and ISO 898-2 for 
nuts. Nuts are proof load tested using a hardened steel threaded 
mandrel. This effectively strengthens the nut so that when used 
with a bolt, thread bending, and nut dilation effects can reduce 
the thread stripping load. Some suppliers state that their DIN nuts 

are proof load tested to ISO requirements. A DIN nut is slightly thinner 
than an equivalent ISO nut and so results in an increase in the shear 
stress on the bolt thread that can will reduce the stripping strength.

I’ve asked Engineers why they are using DIN nuts instead of ISO nuts; 
the conversation tends to go along the lines that they are available now 
whereas we have to wait for ISO nuts, and we’ve been told that they are 
equivalent. Ask the fastener supplier and they say, it is the customer, 
they want DIN nuts, and we give them what they want. Is the use of a 
standard that is 40 years old, that was long ago was superseded by an 
ISO standard, be regarded as ‘state of the art’, especially considering 
their reduced strength. This is more than just an academic question 
when considered in the light of the latest requirements of the Machinery 
Directive.

Progress often consists of many small steps, small developments that 
result in safer and more reliable products. A great deal of effort goes 
into the continued development of ISO standards. The persistence in 
the use of withdrawn DIN fastener standards on new designs freezes 
progress in fastener standardisation.

Last words: check your nut markings, are they what you expect them 
to be?
This article was published in the Fastener and Fixing magazine in 
September 2023, click here for a PDF version of the article.
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A new degree apprenticeship to become  
a tool process design engineer is now 
open for applications at the University  
of Sheffield AMRC Training Centre.

As the first training provider of its 
kind to offer this apprenticeship, which 
sees a Bachelor of Engineering (BEng) in 
Manufacturing Technology delivered as part 
of the offer, the AMRC Training Centre was 
approached by the Confederation of British 
Metalforming (CBM) to collaborate after 
its members identified a need within the 
sector to create such a degree. 

Louise Cowling, head of degree 
apprenticeships at the AMRC Training 
Centre, said: “There is a real shortage of 
tool process design engineers, to the  
extent that design and development 
engineers appear on the UK’s shortage 
occupation list. We’re working with the 
CBM to provide a route to train more tool 
process design engineers for companies  
in South Yorkshire, without them having  
to leave their jobs to retrain.

“This new apprenticeship plays a key role 
in the sheet metal/presswork supply chain 
for both the automotive and aerospace 
sectors and also opens up a unique tooling 
process pathway that enables components 
to be mass-produced in the most 
economically viable way.

“We look forward to seeing this new 
apprenticeship get underway and continue 
to strengthen our relationship with CBM.”

Geraldine Bolton, chief executive of the 
Confederation of British Metalforming, 
added: “With access to good quality, 
relevant industrial training being the 
number one ask from CBM members, this 
degree level apprenticeship is perfectly 
suited to industry needs.  

“Show your employees how they can 
progress their career by undertaking a 
degree as an apprenticeship. This is a great 
way to attract and retain valuable skills.”

Thanks to the support of CBM, which 
is the only specialist manufacturers’ 
organisation for experts in metalforming, 
the confederation was part of the 
trailblazer group that pushed to get the 
apprenticeship offer approved by the 

Institute for Apprenticeships and Technical 
Education (IfATE). 

Dr Dattatraya Parle, one of the AMRC 
Training Centre’s teachers, alongside being 
a technical lead at Nuclear AMRC, said: 
“South Yorkshire is home to many cutting-
edge manufacturing companies including 
Rolls-Royce, Boeing and McLaren. This large 
industrial landscape has led to a significant 
demand for skilled tool design engineers  
in the region. 

“The AMRC Training Centre’s degree 
apprenticeship programme for tool process 
design engineers plays a crucial role in 
nurturing the growth and innovation of 
this manufacturing sector. By providing 
students with a unique opportunity to 
blend academic knowledge with hands-
on experience, this initiative ensures the 
development of a highly skilled workforce 
prepared to tackle the complex challenges  
of modern manufacturing.”

The AMRC Training Centre prides itself 
on combining classroom learning and 
shopfloor industrial experience, while 
providing an earn-as-you-learn framework. 
It also provides a high-quality alternative 
to traditional academic study that 
supports the ever-changing challenges 
of industry, but meets the manufacturing 
needs of the future. 

As the training centre marks its 10th 
anniversary of apprenticeships this year, 
the facility also draws on the expertise 
of neighbouring world-leading research 
and innovation cluster, the University of 
Sheffield Advanced Manufacturing Research 
Centre (AMRC) and Nuclear AMRC. 

Having trained more than 1,700 
apprentices, the AMRC Training Centre 
works with more than 250 companies 
from a diverse range of sectors including 
McLaren Formula 1, Heineken, AstraZeneca, 
Boeing and ITM-Power, alongside smaller 
businesses like AESSEAL, Forgemasters, 
Tribosonics, NiftyLift and Polypipe  
Building Products, that are the lifeblood  
of UK manufacturing. 

The apprenticeship is planned to start at 
the AMRC Training Centre from September 
2024 and employers can take advantage 
of the end-to-end recruitment service the 
training centre offers to help find the right 
apprentice for their company, or look to 
upskill existing members of staff.

Apply now for new tool process 
engineer degree apprenticeship  

Discover more  
about our degree  
apprenticeships:
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Developing an Apprenticeship By Derek Barnes, Fastener Specialist
Cold Forming is a process which uses a sheared blank from a coil of wire, transferring it 
through a series of dies and punches changing the geometry in each by getting the material 
to flow along the specially designed tooling to achieve the final dimensions.
All aspects are highly technical from the machinery to the wire 
and the tooling. Setting the machines to run efficiently is also very 
complex and requires a high degree of skill and knowledge to do 
it well.
Traditionally this skill and knowledge has been passed down 
from Operator to Operator, which isn’t necessarily the best way to 
ensure thorough training.
The last apprenticeship schemes finished in the 1980’s but were 
limited to one or two of the larger Fastener companies in the UK. 
Since then there hasn’t been access to any qualifications within 
the Cold Forming industry. This in part has led to very few young 
people entering and even recognising that there is potentially a 
very fulfilling career path manufacturing Fasteners.
The Confederation of British Metalforming has set out to change 
this and make Cold Forming an option for school and College 
leavers.
Following on from the CBM’s successful development and 
implementation of the level 6 Tool Process Design Engineer 
Apprenticeship for the Sheet Metal industry we have started out on 
the process to implement a level 3 apprenticeship for Cold Forming 
Machine Setters/Operators. 

The Steps to Developing a New Apprenticeship 
The first stage of attempting to get a new apprenticeship 
scheme approved as a national qualification by the Institute for 
Apprenticeships and Technical Education (IfATE) is to form a 
Trailblazer group to understand the need and to support the 
application. 
This is a group of at least 10 companies working in that industry 
who are prepared to assist in the development process and will 
also employ apprentices once the standard is approved. The 
trailblazer group can also include academic institutes.
Once industry support is gained an initial approach can be made to 
the IfATE enquiries team stating potential title for the apprenticeship 
and route, if known. There will be a check into whether a current 
apprenticeship may already fit the occupation but if there is 
potential then a Product Manager will be assigned to guide the 
group through the approval process and to review any documents 
prior to submission to reduce the need to modify and resubmit.

Occupational Proposal
Next the trailblazer group will develop and submit an Occupational 
Proposal under the guidance of the product manager. 
This covers information on what level the apprenticeship will be 
and expected duration. It gives the title of the apprenticeship and 
the types of industry where it will be relevant along with examples 
of job titles that it may cover.
This will go through to an approvals panel who will review the 
proposal to assess if it is suitable and detailed enough for 
development.  The panel sits several times a year to review any 
new proposals. This process also includes a meeting with the 
trailblazer chair where they are given the opportunity to back-up 
the submission with additional evidence as to why this particular 
occupation needs an apprenticeship and to explain the job role in 
more detail. The panel is made up of technical professionals and 
they will ask pertinent questions to allow them to make the best 
decision.
Occupational Standard
Once the proposal has been accepted by the IfATE then the next 
stage is to develop the Occupational Standard.

The OS details the knowledge, skills and behaviours (KSB’s) 
needed to show that someone is competent in that given job role.
It sets out what qualifications are required to be accepted on the 
apprenticeship and also whether there is professional recognition.
The standard breaks down the job role to defined activities and 
the KSB’s that are expected for each activity. This helps with the 
final stage of developing the End-Point Assessment.

End-Point Assessment
The end-point assessment is designed once the OS has been 
approved. It determines how the candidates will be assessed to 
demonstrate that they have meet all the KSB’s of the occupational 
standard.
The EPA can take many forms and be a mix of the different 
methods to fully show evidence that the candidate has met all 
the criteria. An EPA may be made up of some of the following. 
1. Examination.
2. On-site Observation/Practical Demonstration.
3. Presentation. 
4. Question and Answer Session.
5. Company Documentation.
6.Photographs.
7.Sample parts.

Outcome
The aim of writing an apprenticeship for Cold Forming Machine 
Setters/Technicians is to give some visibility of the industry to 
people looking for a career in Engineering and that Fastener 
Manufacturing exists and is a viable route to take, that delivers 
skills and qualifications that can be used throughout their lifetime 
and that there is potential for growth within the industry. It is 
also to create well rounded individuals who understand not only 
their immediate job role but also have wider knowledge of the 
elements that feed into setting and running a machine such as 
machine mechanisms, wire/material knowledge, understanding 
tooling etc, which all lead to the ability to improve efficiencies.
This gives businesses the confidence to employ apprentices, 
appreciating what value they can add after successfully 
completing the apprenticeship. It also adds to employee 
satisfaction and retainment of staff. Definitely a win win situation.  
Progress
We are currently at the Occupational Standard stage of the 
process. It has been developed and we are reviewing it with 
our product manager after which it will go to a Trailblazer group 
meeting to agree the final draft before submission.
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Nova Sidera Spinning Lathes Arrive in the UK
A leading company in the manufacturing of Spinning Lathes has installed its first machine in 
the UK, bringing the flexibility and efficiency of its playback system to UK metal Spinners.

NOVA SIDERA Metal Forming (novasidera.
com) has specialized for the past 30 years in the 
production of spinning lathes and special machinery 
for metal sheet forming. It is based in Castell’Alfero 
in the northern Italian region of Piedmont, and is 
a member of UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE, 
the Italian Machine Tools, Robots, and Automation 
Manufacturers’ Association.

Managed today by the second generation of the 
Tasso family, Nova Sidera has primarily been 
focused on the quality and customization of its 
products and on the internationalization of its 
activities; the company is a great example of an 
innovative, family-owned SME, with customers 
from more than a dozen foreign markets and with 
more than 500 machines installed all around the 
World.

The Team at Metspin with their new Eureka 375

Nova Sidera’s international success started from 
the early 90’ and its growth in the North American 
market led to the opening of the US Corporation in 
2017, based in Miami, FL. 

The rapid growth of the North American markets may be 
an explanation of why the UK has had to wait so long 
for the first installation of a Nova Sidera Spinning Lathe. 
The wait was over in October 2023, when the first lathe, 
a Eureka 375, was successfully installed at Metspin, one 
of the leading metal spinners in the UK, that immediately 
saw the value and the innovation in approach that these 
machines allow.

Nova Sidera’s spinning lathes have been recognized 
globally for their reliability, customizations, after-sale 
service and for their innovative playback system. The 
fast, intuitive programming approach, helps customers 
deal with the reality of shrinking lot sizes and the need for 
added flexibility, with an easy and fast programming and 
machine set up. 

Nova Sidera offers a full range of machines, from 
the small Eureka (700mm max disc diameter/2.5mm 
aluminum) up to models with  disk diameter of 3.500mm 
and deformation power of up to 12mm of stainless steel; 
they can include an automated and CNC controlled 
heating and cooling system, with a torch that will keep 
the part at the right temperature for the spinning process.

The machines are exclusively produced on order and 
with a high degree of customization based on the final 
customer’s needs, and Nova Sidera offers full support, 
from sampling of production parts to the installation of 
the lathe or a full robotic island, with a focus on training 
not only on the machine use, but also generally on metal 
spinning itself.

The installation of the first machine in the UK is a land-
mark moment for the company, that will keep meeting the 
Metal Spinners in the UK and discussing their needs and 
production issues, with the aim of helping them increase 
quality and efficiency and work together in tackling the 
future challenges for the sector.

For further information please visit https://novasidera.
com/
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Control Energy Costs 
Meet Nick Heng, our Head of Flexible 
Procurement and Risk
Our Flexible Energy and Risk Management team
We are delighted to introduce our new Head of Flexible 
Procurement and Risk, Nick Heng. With two decades of 
energy procurement expertise, commodity risk management 
and project management behind him, Nick has a strong 
track record and brings a depth of knowledge to head up 
our core offering of flexible procurement. 

Working in tandem with our Flexible Procurement and Risk 
Manager, Mike Stafford, the combined wealth of expertise 
and years of experience between them means that our 
clients are in the most capable hands.

Our Client Relationship Manager, Nigel Addison-Evans, 
who has been onboard with us since August 2023, is a key 
point of contact for CBM and has been strengthening the 
value we are able to offer to their members. 

Nick Heng’s background
In 2016, Nick founded a consultancy to provide businesses 
with expertise in energy and utilities procurement. His most 
recent role as a Global Procurement Manager at Johnson 
Matthey saw him as a key driver of sustainability, delivering 
in excess of £3m PPV savings in one year. 

His credibility in procurement is undeniable and he’ll be a 
critical point of contact for clients looking to manage their 
risk and drive their sustainability initiatives. 

Mike Stafford’s background
Mike has over a decade of experience in consultancy and 
flexible energy procurement, combined with experience 
working for meter operators, independent suppliers and 
Wales & West Utilities. 

He plays a crucial role in helping clients understand the 
most complicated of beasts – the global energy markets. 
Mike strongly believes that a good consultant is often the 
client’s only hope of navigating the complexity around 
us and works closely with each client to understand their 
unique commercial imperatives and attitude to risk. 

Nigel Addison-Evans’ background
Nigel has over 18 years’ experience in the energy sector. 
He joined us from a supplier and consultancy background, 
helping both private and public sector clients to manage 
their energy and reduce their carbon footprint. 

Nigel is passionate about helping clients reduce their 
carbon footprint, providing support and guidance on carbon 
reduction strategies, compliance, renewables, fixed and 
flexible procurement for power, gas and water, as well as 
billing queries, siteworks and metering. 

Mike Stafford (L) and Nick Heng (R)

The case for flexible energy
With the recent Israel-Hamas conflict increasing energy 
prices and the end of the Energy Bills Discount Scheme 
in March 2024, this new period of uncertainty reinforces 
the need for businesses to manage their energy 
requirements on a long-term basis, helping to spread 
risk and mitigate market volatility. 

We advise businesses to explore flexible procurement 
as a way to manage their energy requirements cost-
effectively and with minimal risk. 

Get in touch
We recognise that we are fortunate to continually expand 
our team and that this is a clear reflection of the excellent 
service we are committed to providing to our clients.

If you have any questions or would like to find out more 
about flexible energy contracts, please do not hesitate to 
contact our Client Relationship Managers:

Contact Nigel Addison-Evans on 07500 027 480 or email 
him at nigel.addison-evans@cec.uk.com 

Contact John Loizou on 07425 102 023 or email him at 
john.loizou@cec.uk.com

http://www.thecbm.co.uk
http://nigel.addison-evans@cec.uk.com 
http://john.loizou@cec.uk.com
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CBM BENEFITS

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

AS A CBM MEMBER, ENJOY EXCLUSIVE OFFERS 
ON POLICIES FROM OUR PREFERRED INSURERS.

CONTACT US FOR YOUR FREE,
NO-OBLIGATION CONSULTATION 
AND QUOTE.

SCAN THIS QR TO UNLOCK YOUR CBM
EMPLOYEE BENEFIT.

Health Group Risk

PensionsBusiness
Protection

OR EMAIL US DIRECT AT: CONTACT@CBM-EMPLOYEEBENEFITS.CO.UK

http://www.thecbm.co.uk
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CBM BENEFITS

Exclusive CBM members’ Service offering a helping hand with your HR

That’s why FBC Manby Bowdler 
has developed an exclusive service 
for CBM members - giving you 
some certainty over legal costs and 
guaranteeing the quality of service the 
awardwinning	law	firm	is	renowned	for.

FBC Manby Bowdler provides a 
range of legal services to businesses 
including HR and Employment, 
Commercial Property and Litigation 
advice.	The	exclusive	deal	offers	a	
tiered service deal to CBM members, 
with	different	entry	level	points	to	cover	
different	needs	and	budgets.	

If you are a CBM member who would 
benefit	from	further	HR	support	and	
would	like	to	find	out	more	about	this	
exclusive	offer	from	FBC	Manby	
Bowdler please contact 
Julia.fitzsimmons@fbcmb.co.uk	or	call	
01952 208420.

Metalforming companies, like many businesses, face numerous challenges in 2022. Post-pandemic and post-
Brexit, supply chain issues are on the up. Rising wage costs and hikes in energy bills are also causing headaches.

Exclusive access to a 
CBM dedicated website

Designated Client 
Relationship Manager

Employment 
documentation, including 
Settlement Agreements
and all Policies

Discounted rates for 
litigated matters in any
Employment tribunal

Training events

No. free places per year on 
an FBCMB training event

Insurance backed 
options available

No. hours legal advice
(of up to an hour)

On-site / Online advice 
meetings

3

Standard Enhanced

3 3

3 3

3

7

6 Hours Unlimited

1 Per Annum
(up to 2 Hours)

Unlimited7

5% 15%

5% Discount Unlimited

5% Discount Unlimited

3

Standard+

3

3

7

10 Hours

1

10%

10% Discount

10% Discount

CBM BENEFITS 

ENERGY SAVINGS OPPORTUNITY SCHEME 
(ESOS) PHASE 3 COMPLIANCE HAS STARTED. 

EXTENDED DEADLINE 5th JUNE 2024

Confederation of British Metalforming is here to guide 
your company through the audit process with our expert 
knowledge of your sector. We have an engineer, who is 
knowledgeable in your sector who carries out the audits.
The legislation means all qualifying organisations have to prepare mandatory energy 
audits and if you know you will qualify for Phase 3 there is no reason why you shouldn’t 
start doing your energy assessments now. 

The	audits	identify	cost-eff	ective	measures	to	cut	energy	spending,	and	phase	3	of	the	
audits	must	be	signed	off		by	a	registered	assessor	and	submitted	to	the	Environment	
Agency.

All companies with at least one of their UK group members with 250 employees or more, 
turnover	above	44m	euros,	or	a	balance	sheet	value	above	38m	euros	will	be	aff	ected,	
which	is	likely	to	be	more	than	9,000	enterprises	across	the	UK,	and	will	aff	ect	40+	CBM	
members. Please remember this is based on your organisation group structure.
The scheme covers all power and fuel used by a company for industrial processes, building 
and transport.

Phase 1 and 2 has taught us that detailing all energy uses throughout a large business, 
and calculating means of reducing costs can be complex and time consuming, so enlist 
services of CBM. Contact Louise Campbell email louise.campbell@thecbm.co.uk

http://www.thecbm.co.uk
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INNOVATION

 The project ‘Scale-up and commercialization of 
an innovative forming technology for low-cost 
production of super-light automotive structural 
parts (SECA)’ is funded by the Innovate UK 
SMART Grant, which is a highly competitive 
funding for game-changing and commercially 
viable R&D innovation that can significantly 
impact the UK economy. Our vision is to disrupt 
status quo in the UK transportation high value 
manufacture sector to create new demands for 
lightweight streamlined extruded aluminium 
profiles in the transportation supply chain. 

Introduction 

Challenge 

The impetus to save vehicle weight is now a key 
focus of the UK carmakers to meet the country's 
net zero target by 2050. Integrating streamlined 
aluminium extrusion profiles in vehicle body 
structures make it possible to reduce part 
numbers and assembly costs while improving 
profile dimensional precision and aerodynamic 
performance. Streamlined aluminium extrusion 
profiles are still difficult to be produced cheaply 
by conventional extrusion processes. 

Typical streamlined extrusion – car bumper 

This project consortium is exploiting a UK-invented 
novel extrusion technology (Flextrude®) to enable 
affordable manufacture of lightweight streamlined 
aluminium extrusion profiles in one single operation. 

Our solution: Flextrude® 

Flextrude® 

Single-step process 

No additional bending/welding 

High strength: Less defects & improved grain refinement 

Design flexibility: 

• Avoids multiple process steps to achieve a 
curved extruded shape/beam/component.  

• Customers can use a mix of alloys / different 
metals during the extrusion process. 

• Gives designers the ability to design profiles 
which may have been unfeasible before. 

Low cost:  
• Less process steps  
• Less tooling  
• Reduced forming time  
• Less energy 

Lightweight: Thinner walled cross sections, lower gauge 

Reduced waste/scrap: More efficient forming process 

Wide applications for transportation 

Automotive 
Front/rear 
bumpers 

Engine mount 
Battery box 

Longitudinal beam 
Roof rail 
Cross rail 

…… 

Railway 
Door frame 

Body structure 
Floor structure 
Window frame 

Luggage rail 
…… 

Aviation 
Body frame 

Wing structure 
Floor 

Seat backrest 
Longitudinal 

frame 
…… 

Innovative extrusion solution for super-light automotive structural part 

CurvEx Technology Ltd 

 
 

The SECA project consortium is now offering new testing for streamlined extrusion components. If you are interested in using 
Flextrude® for your products, please contact Xiaoyu Xi, xiaoyu.xi@curvextech.com for more information. 

A. Extrusion B. Bending/welding/joining 

Conventional Extrusion 
Multi-step process 

Pain points: 
• Various defects 
• Long lead time 
• Low productivity 
• High production cost 
• Low car design flexibility 
• Bottleneck of lightweighting 

©CurvEx Technology Ltd, 2022 

http://www.thecbm.co.uk
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Forging

AKS Precision Ball Europe Ltd t: 0191 587 0000 
County Durham SR8 2PP www.aksball.com

Bedford Steels t: 01246 299 100 
Yorkshire S4 7YS www.bedfordsteels.co.uk

Bifrangi UK Ltd t: 01522 585 800 
Lincolnshire LN2 5DT www.bifrangi.co.uk

Blaenavon Forgings Ltd (part of the FSG) t: 01495 790 345 
Gwent NP4 9XG www.forgedsolutionsgroup.com

Brockhouse Group Ltd t: 0121 556 1241 
West Midlands B70 0SN www.brockhouse.co.uk

Brookes & Adams Ltd t: 0121 360 1588 
West Midlands B44 9DX www.banda.co.uk

Brooks Forgings Ltd
West Midlands B64 5QJ

Established in 1960, one of the UK’s leading manufacturers of forged 
and machined components. With our extensive in house manufacturing 
capabilities we are able to produce standards and specials to suit 
customer	specifi	c	requirements.

t: 01384 563 356
f: 01384 563 357 

e: enquiries@brooksforgings.co.uk
www.brooksforgings.co.uk

Cascade (UK) Ltd t: 0161 438 4010 
Greater Manchester M11 2DD www.cascorp.com

Cerro EMS Ltd t: 0121 772 6515 
West Midlands B9 4DS www.cerro-ems.com

Chapmans Agricultural Ltd t: 0114 285 6000 
South Yorkshire S6 2FH www.chapmans-uk.com

Cramlington Precision Forge Ltd t: 01670 716 811 
Northumberland NE23 1WA www.cpfl -tvs.com

Footprint Sheffi  eld Ltd t: 0114 232 7080 
South Yorkshire S6 2AH www.footprint-tools.co.uk

Forged Solutions Group Limited  t: 0144 219 3000 
Derbyshire DE4 2JB www.forgedsolutionsgroup.com

Forged Solutions Group Limited  t: 0144 219 3000 
River	Don	Site	Sheffi		eld	 www.forgedsolutionsgroup.com

Forged Solutions Group Limited t: 01325 462 722 
South Yorkshire S9 1HD  www.forgedsolutionsgroup.com

Henry Williams Ltd t: 01325 462 722 
County Durham DL1 2NJ www.hwilliams.co.uk

International Safety Components : 01248 363 110 
LLandegaI LL57 4YH  www.iscwales.com 

Independent Forgings & Alloys Ltd t: 0114 234 3000 
South Yorkshire S6 2BL www.independentforgings.com

Jtekt Automotive England Ltd t: 01226 733 200 
South Yorkshire S75 3TA www.koyo.eu

Mettis Group Ltd t: 01527 406 400 
Worcestershire B97 6EF www.mettis-aerospace.com

MSI-Forging Division t: 01302 366 961 
South Yorkshire DN4 8DH www.msi-forge.com

Padley & Venables Ltd t: 01246 299 100 
Yorkshire S18 2XT www.padley-venables.com

Fastener

A.M.C. UK Fasteners Ltd t: 01536 271 920 
West Midlands NN17 5XZ www.amcukfasteners.co.uk

Atlas Copco IAS UK Ltd  t: 01244 837 220 
Flintshire CH5 2NX www. www.atlascopco.com

Barton Cold-Form, an Optimas Company t: 01905 772 021 
Worcestershire WR9 0LP www.global.optimas.com 

Brooks Forgings Ltd
West Midlands B64 5QJ

Established in 1960, one of the UK’s leading manufacturers of forged 
and machined components. With our extensive in house manufacturing 
capabilities we are able to produce standards and specials to suit 
customer	specifi	c	requirements.

t: 01384 563 356
f: 01384 563 357 

e: enquiries@brooksforgings.co.uk
www.brooksforgings.co.uk

Cirteq Ltd t: 01535 633 333 
West Yorkshire BD20 8QP www.cirteq.com 

Clevedon Fasteners Ltd
West Midlands B75 7DG

West	Midlands	based	UK	manufacturers	of	fasteners	and	customer	specifi	c.	
Specialists cold forgings. ISO9001 and ISO14001 approved, Covid Secure. 

t: 0121 378 0619
f: 0121 378 3186

e: sales@clevedon-fasteners.co.uk
www.clevedon-fasteners.co.uk

Complex Cold Forming Ltd t: 0121 556 5700 
West Midlands WS10 7SE www.complexcoldforming.com

Cooper & Turner Ltd t: 01142 560 057 
Yorkshire S9 1RS www.cooperandturner.co.uk

Howmet Fastening Systems and Rings,  t: 01527 525 719
Redditch Operations (Linread Ltd) 
Worcestershire B98 7TD www.howmet.com

Howmet Fastening Systems Telford t: 01952 290 911 
Shropshire TF3 3BQ www.howmet.com

JCS Hi-Torque Ltd t: 01787 376 212 
Suff	olk	CO10	2YH www.jcshi-torque.co.uk

JTEKT Automotive England Ltd t: 01226 733 200 
South yorkshire S75 3TA www.jtekt.eu

Leggett & Platt Components Europe Ltd t: 01282 814 054 
Lancashire BB18 6JA www.leggett.com

Leggett & Platt Components Europe Ltd t: 01226 707 500 
South Yorkshire S72 7GH www.leggett.com

Smith Bullough t: 01942 520 250 
Lancashire WN2 4HD www.smithbullough.com

SPS Technologies (T.J. Brooks Div.) t: 0116 274 4886 
Leicestershire LE4 9HX www.spstech.com

Stanley Engineered Fastening (Avdel) t: 01925 811 243 
Cheshire WA1 4RF www.stanleyengineeredfastening.com
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Pandrol UK Ltd t: 01909 476 101 
Nottinghamshire S81 7AX www.pandrol.com

Smith Bullough t: 01942 520 250 
Lancashire WN2 4HD www.smithbullough.com

Solid Swivel Ltd t: 01384 636 421 
West Midlands B64 7BL www.solidswivel.co.uk

Somers Forge Ltd t: 0121 585 5959 
West Midlands B62 8DZ www.somersforge.com

Special Quality Alloys Ltd t: 0114 243 4366 
Yorkshire S9 3XN www.specialqualityalloys.com

Spromak Ltd t: 0151 480 0592 
Merseyside L36 6AN www.spromak.co.uk

Tecomet t: 0114 285 5881 
Yorkshire S6 2AN www.symmetrymedical.com

The Crosby Group UK Limited 
West Midlands B64 6AJ

The Crosby Group is a global leader in innovating, developing, manufacturing 
and supplying products used in lifting, rigging, load monitoring, material 
handling and other related applications.

t: 01384 353 120
www.premierstampings.co.uk

Tinsley Bridge Group t: 0114 2211 111 
Yorkshire S9 1TG www.tinsleybridge.co.uk

W.H. Tildesley Ltd t: 01902 366 440 
West Midlands WV13 2AN www.whtildesley.com

Sheet Metal / Pressing
AGA Rangemaster Ltd t: 01926 457 400
Warwickshire CV31 2AD www.rangemaster.co.uk

Aisin Europe Manufacturing (UK) Ltd t: 0121 421 5688
West Midlands B32 3BZ www.aisin.com

Allied Copper Alloys Limited   t: 0121 423 1220
West Midlands B32 3DB www.alliedcopperalloys.co.uk

APS Metal Pressings Ltd
West Midlands B19 3AR

• APS are a world leading manufacturer, 
with unrivalled metal forming and 
presswork capabilities.

• Our 57,000 square foot facility contains the 
latest start-of-the-art manufacturing plant 
enabling us to provide, complex high 
specifi	cation	components.

• Founded in 1970, this family run business, is based 
within the hub of British industry – Birmingham, 
the home of the Enviro-Cup.

t: 0121 523 0011
f: 0121 554 7244 

e: info@apsmith.co.uk
www.apsmith.co.uk

NEW BI Engineering t: 01933 228 012
Northants, NN8 2QG www.biengineering.com

Bisley (FC Brown) t: 01633 637 383
Gwent NP19 4PW www.bisley.com

NEW BCW Manufacturing Group t: 01282 872 491
Burnley, BB10 2FT www.bcw-manufacturing-group.co.uk

C.Brandauer & Company Ltd t: 0121 359 2822 
West Midlands  B19 2YU www.brandauer.co.uk

Carlton Laser Services Ltd t: 0116 233 9990 
Leicestershire LE4 9LN www.carltonlaser.co.uk

Cirteq Ltd t: 01535 633 333 
West Yorkshire BD20 8QP www.cirteq.com

Denso Marston Ltd t: 01274 702 404 
Yorkshire BD17 7JR www.denso-europe.com

NEW Doby Verrolec t: 01207 238 844 
County Durham DH9 8UJ www.dobyverrolec.com/en 

Eaton Group t: 01795 889 146 
Kent ME12 1LP www.enclosures-crouse-hinds.uk.com

Eden - A trading division of t: 01933 401 555
The Marmon Group Limited 
Northamptonshire NN8 6GR www.eden-uk.com

Eu-Matic Div. of Multimatic Ltd t: 024 7667 3333 
Warwickshire CV5 6UB www.multimatic.com

European Springs & Pressings (Beckenham) t: 0208 663 1800 
Kent BR3 4DW www.europeansprings.com

Ex-pressed Steel Panels LTD t: 01535 632 721 
North Yorkshire BD22 0DB www.steelpanels.com

Futaba-Tenneco UK Ltd t: 01282 433 171 
Lancashire BB12 6HJ www.futaba-tenneco.co.uk

G-TEKT Europe Manufacturing (Gloucester) t: 01452 610 022 
Gloucestershire GL3 4AJ www.takao.co.uk

G-TEKT Europe Manufacturing Ltd (Gwent) t: 01495 307 190 
Gwent NP23 5SD www.takao.co.uk

GDC Group Ltd (Newry) t: 02830 264 621 
County Down BT34 2QU www.gdcgroup.co.uk

GDC Group Ltd (Portadown) t: 0283 8333 131 
County Armagh BT63 5HU www.gdcgroup.co.uk

Gestamp Tallent Ltd (Aycliff e) t: 01325 313 232 
County Durham DL5 6EP www.gestamp.com

Gestamp Tallent Ltd (Cannock) t: 01543 466 664 
Staff	ordshire	WS11	1LY www.gestamp.com

Gestamp Tallent Ltd (Llanelli) t: 01554 772 233 
Carmarthenshire SA14 8EU www.gestamp.com

Glen Dimplex Home Appliances t: 0844 248 4466 
Merseyside L35 2XW www.gdha.com

Guala Closures UK Ltd t: 0141 777 2000 
Lanarkshire G66 1ST www.gualaclosures.com

Hadley Industries Plc t: 0121 555 1300 
West Midlands B66 2PA www.hadleygroup.com

NEW Hager Engineering Ltd t: 01952 677 899 
Telford TF1 7TF www.hager.com/uk

JCS Hi-Torque Ltd t: 01787 376 212
Suff	olk	CO10	2YH www.jcshi-torque.co.uk

Kiyokuni Europe Ltd t: 01952 292 920
Shropshire TF2 9TY www.kiyokuni.co.uk
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Cold Rolled

Aisin Europe Manufacturing (UK) Ltd t: 0121 421 5688
West Midlands B32 3BZ www.aisin.com

Hadley Industries Plc t: 0121 555 1300
West Midlands B66 2PA www.hadleygroup.com

Voestalpine Metsec plc t: 0121 601 6000
West Midlands B69 4HF www.metsec.com

KMF (Precision Sheet Metal) Ltd t: 01782 569 060
Staff	ordshire	ST5	7UF www.kmf.co.uk

Leonardt Limited t: 01746 861 203
Shropshire WV16 6NN www.leonardt.com

Lincat Ltd t: 01522 875 555
Lincoln LN6 3QZ www.lincat.co.uk

Milton Keynes Pressings Ltd
Buckinghamshire MK2 3EF

The MKP Group consists of Milton Keynes Pressings, Ryeland Toolmakers and 
Maine	offi		ce,	all	established	Engineering	Companies.	As	a	tier	one	supplier	of	Metal	
pressings and sub assemblies in to the automotive and other industries we pride 
ourselves on our quality and delivery performance to our customers of which we 
have received various awards.

Our Accreditations include:

t: +44 (0) 1908 271 940
www.mkp.co.uk

Northern Automotive Systems Ltd t: 01873 832 263
Monmouthshire NP7 0EB www.nasuk.com

NEW Pargat & Co Ltd  t: 0121 525 1218 
West Midlands B71 4JZ www.pargat.com 

Presspart Manufacturing Ltd t: 01254 584 126
Lancashire BB1 5RF www.presspart.com

Radius Aerospace Inc t: 01743 454 300
Sheffi		eld	S20	3GB radiusaerospace.com

Rical Limited  t: 0121 558 2694 
West Midlands B66 1NY www.ricalgroup.com

NEW Ricor Global Ltd  t: 01527 857 757
Birmingham, B80 7AS www.ricor.co.uk

NEW Ricor (NE) Ltd t: 01325 300 777 
Aycliff	e,	DL5	6UJ https://ricor.co.uk/

Rical Limited  t: 0121 558 2694
West Midlands B66 1NY www.ricalgroup.com

Rittal-CSM Ltd t: 01752 207 600
Devon PL6 7EZ www.rittal-csm.co.uk

NEW SAS International Ltd t: 0118 929 0900 
Bridgend CF31 3XU https://sasint.co.uk

NEW Schneider Electric Ltd t: 01723 502 800 
Scarborough YO11 3DA www.se.com

SDE Technology 
Shropshire SY1 3LB

• SDE Technology is a long standing metal 
presswork and assemblies provider based 
in Shrewsbury.

• With mechanical, progression, hydraulic and 
transfer options up to 1000T, and incorporating 
2 state of the art Powder coating lines on site. 

• We are here for all your pressing and coating needs.

t: 01743 450 501
www.sde.technology.co.uk

Sertec Aluminium Structures t: 0121 706 0330
West Midlands B11 2BF www.sertec.co.uk

Sertec Auto Structures Heavy Stamping t: 01675 463 361
West Midlands B46 1JX www.sertec.co.uk

Sertec Light Stampings t: 0121 327 1428/ 01675 436 000
West Midlands B6 7QT www.sertec.co.uk

SPS Aerostructures Ltd t: 0115 988 0000
Nottinghamshire NE15 0DP www.spstech.com

Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Industries  t: 0121 553 5292
West Midlands B70 6BZ www.steelalloy.co.uk

Stockfi eld Metal Spinners Ltd t: 0121 440 1333
West Midlands B12 9DJ www.stockfi eld.com

Swann-Morton Ltd t: 0114 234 4231
Yorkshire S6 2BJ www.swann-morton.com

The Regent Engineering Co (Walsall) Ltd t: 0121 526 6060
West Midlands WS10 8XB www.regenteng.com

Titan Steel Wheels t: 01562 850 561
West Midlands DY10 3SD www.titansteelwheels.com

Voestalpine Metsec plc t: 0121 601 6000
West Midlands B69 4HF www.metsec.com

Voestalpine Rotec Ltd t: 01455 620 300
Leicestershire LE10 3BS www.voestalpine.com/rotec

Walsall Pressings Co Ltd (Part of Ricor Global) t: 01922 721 152
West Midlands WS1 4JW www.walpres.co.uk

Whittan Storage t: 0800 169 5151
Shropshire TF7 4LN www.link51.co.uk

William King Ltd t: 0121 500 4100
West Midlands B70 9DR www.williamking.co.uk



Forging

Ajax Tocco International Ltd t: 0121 322 8000 
West Midlands B8 1BG www.ajaxtocco.co.uk

Carlo Salvi UK Ltd - Hatebur t: 01952 587 730 
Shropshire TF7 4PF www.carlosalvi.com

Dreher Automation t: 0049 7454 881 640 
Germany D- 72172 www.dreher.de

Forge Tech Services (UK) Ltd
West Midlands B71 3QW

• Spares, Service and Process engineering for all makes of 
metalforming equipment

• Forge	Tech	off	er	a	full	Turnkey	service	for	all	your	metalforming	
equipment projects from small spares to complete press 
installations. 

t: 07789 502 850
www.forgetechservices.com

NEW Hariton Machinery Company INC  t: +1-203-367-6777 
United States www.haritonmachinery.com/

James Durrans and Sons 
Yorkshire  S36 9QU

• Suppliers of all types of forging lubricants
• UK based manufacturing facilities and technical support
• 10 day delivery time on most lubricants

Contact: t: 01226 370 000
Steven Sherry, Sales Manager www.durrans.co.uk

LASCO Umformtechnik GmbH t: 00 49 9561 6420
Germany  www.lasco.com

Micas Simulations Ltd t: 01865 775 412
Oxfordshire OX4 2ER www.micassimulations.co.uk
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Fastener

Ajax Tocco International Ltd t: 0121 322 8000 
West Midlands B8 1BG www.ajaxtocco.co.uk

Carlo Salvi UK Ltd - Hatebur t: 01952 587 730 
Shropshire TF7 4PF www.carlosalvi.com

G John Power Limited t: 0121 550 3112 
West Midlands B63 3PF www.gjohnpower.co.uk

NEW Hariton Machinery Company INC  t: +1-203-367-6777 
United States www.haritonmachinery.com/ 

Heat Treatment 2000 Ltd t: 0121 526 2000 
West Midlands B70 9PQ www.heattreat2000.co.uk

National Machinery UK Ltd t: 0121 222 5352 
West Midlands B31 2TS www.nationalmachinery.eu

Phillips Screw Company t: 0754 081 1962 
Leicestershire LE3 2YB www.phillips-screw.com

RLS Tooling  t: 01543 271 808 
Staff	ordshire	WS11	9NS www.rlstooling.co.uk

TR Fastenings t: 0845 4811 800 
East Sussex TN22 1QW www.trfastenings.com

Sheet Metal / Pressing

Aalberts Surface Technologies Ltd t: 0121 327 2020 
West Midlands B6 7EE www.hauckht.co.uk

AP&T UK t: 00 45 762 53201 
Denmark  www.aptgroup.com

Autoform Engineering B.V.   t: 07968 507737 
Porth, CF39 8JG www.autoform.com/en

Dayton Progress Ltd t: 01926 484 192 
Warwickshire CV8 1NP www.daytonprogress.co.uk

Dreher Automation t: 00 49 7454 881 640 
Germany D-72172 www.dreher.de

Highley Steel Ltd t: 01384 396 660
West Midlands DY8 1JN www.highleysteel.com

MISATI S.L.  t: +34934 404 727 
Spain  www.misati.com

Powell Steels Limited 
Worcester, WR2 5AG

• Provider of quality strip mill material in CR, HR and all coated products in 
ranges from 0.30mm – 8.00mm thickness  .

•	Our	total	fl	exibility	to	the	client	&	on	time	delivery	performance	of	a	quality	
product is key to our long term success .

• Founded in 1997, our mission from the beginning was to be remembered as 
a key supply chain provider who strived to be best in class ! 

t: Tele No: 0121-523-1612
Mobile: 07973-758425

e-mail : stevetinley@apsmith.co.uk

Ryeland Toolmakers  t: 01908 647 746
Buckinghamshire MK2 3JJ www.ryelandtoolmakers.co.uk

Commercial

Advanced Forming Research Centre t: 0141 534 5200
Renfrew PA4 9LJ www.strath.ac.uk/afrc

Altair Engineering t: 01926 468 600
Warwickshire CV32 4JG www.altairengineering.co.uk

Biff a t: 0800 601 601
Wednesbury WS10 7NR www.biff a.co.uk

Condat Ltd                                                             t: 01302 770 088 
Doncaster, DN 10 6EZ www.condat-lubricants.com

Control Energy Costs Ltd t: 07501 221 728
Surrey CR5 1BN www.cec.uk.com

Crowe U.K. LLP t: 0121 543 1900
West Midlands B69 2DG www.crowe.co.uk

FBC Manby Bowdler Solicitors LLP t: 01902 578 000
West Midlands WV2 4DN www.fbcmb.co.uk

Gravity Risk Services t: 07510 695 335
Leicestershire LE7 1GP www.gravityriskservices.co.uk

NEW Greenfi eld Energy Group Ltd t: 07570 539 251
Derbyshire DE12 6PF www.greenfi eldsenergygroup.co.uk 
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Hillfoot Steel Ltd t: 0114 250 3643
Sheffi		eld	S6	1HP www.hillfoot.com

Imperial College Department of Mechanical Engineering   t: 020 7589 5111
London SW7 2A8 www.imperial.ac.uk

In-comm Training and Business Services Ltd t: 01922 457 686
West Midlands WS9 8UG www.in-comm.co.uk

Inspired Energy Plc t: 01772 689 250
Lancashire PR4 2TZ www.inspiredenergy.co.uk

Lake Engineering Solutions t: 07948 352 008
Worcestershire B98 8QJ www.lakecm.co.uk

Petrofer UK PLC t: 01952 580 100
Shropshire TF7 4PW www.petrofer.co.uk

Plus Automation Ltd  t: 0121 582 2258
Worcestershire WR9 0LG www.PLUSAutomation.co.uk

Powerstar t: 0333 230 1327
South Yorkshire S35 1QP www.powerstar.com

Process Parameters Ltd t: 01628 778688 
Berkshire SL6 3UA www.processparameters.co.uk

R & D Tax Claims Ltd t: 0845 003 0140
Shrewsbury SY4 4FA www.rdtaxclaims.co.uk

Rotech Laboratories Ltd  t: 0121 505 4050
West Midlands, WS10 7BG www.rotechlabs.co.uk

Soma Health LTD  t: 01905  422808
Worcester, WR2 4BN   www.somahealth.co.uk

Transvalor  t: 0033 492 924211
France   www.transvalor.com

Total Energies t: 01977 636 303
West Yorkshire WF11 8JY www.total.co.uk

NEW Trowers & Hamlins t: 0121 214 8852
Birmingham B3 2QD www.trowers.com
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Speak to an expert on 0844 561 8133 today!

As a member, you can access some of the best resources available for your 
business at exclusive preferential rates. 

HR Software

An award winning 
system to help you 
record, monitor and 
easily manage your 

people, data and 
HR tasks.

H&S Software

A pioneering 
management tool to 
help you meet safety 
laws and maintain the 
essential standards.

Tribunal Support

Full tribunal 
representation, 

backed by qualified 
and experienced 

specialists.

Croner Face2Face

On-site and in-person 
support and guidance 

through challenging HR 
meetings.

SafeCheck

A two-part site 
visit to identify your 

workplace risks 
and provide a 
recommended 

action plan.

Insurance

A legal insurance 
policy to protect you, 

cover costs, and 
provide peace of 

mind in the event of 
a claim.

24/7 HR and 
Employment 
Law Advice

� Conduct queries
� Sickness and   
 absence
� Redundancy
� Dismissal
� Legislation changes
� Contracts

Health & Safety 
Assistance

� Fire safety
� Environmental   
 legislation
� Hazard    
 management
� Accident reporting
� Premises    
 management
� The law and your   
 responsibilities

Commercial 
Legal Support

� GDPR
� Data protection
� Commercial   
 contracts
� Insolvency
� Property

Free Monthly 
Webinars

� Presented by   
 industry experts   
 covering a range 
 of important topics  
 and FAQs

Welcome 
CBM
members...

As a Confederation of British Metalforming member, you can benefit from the 
complimentary award winning advice from Croner, we can offer support and 
advice in relation to working with freelancers and self employed workers. 



  ANNUAL AWARDS & ANNUAL AWARDS & 
DINNER 2024DINNER 2024

TICKETS NOW ON SALETICKETS NOW ON SALE  

Thursday 25th April 2024 at 
The Grand Hotel, Birmingham 

Our annual dinner & awards is back by popular demand. Our annual dinner & awards is back by popular demand. 

The annual CBM Metalforming Awards are a wonderful way to promote The annual CBM Metalforming Awards are a wonderful way to promote 
your company. As the voice of the industry, we can’t wait to recognise your company. As the voice of the industry, we can’t wait to recognise 
your accomplishments and show the wider supply chain and business your accomplishments and show the wider supply chain and business 
community what you’ve achieved.community what you’ve achieved.

Dress Code: Black Tie Dress Code: Black Tie 

 £125 per ticket for member   Table for member £1125.  £125 per ticket for member   Table for member £1125. 
 £150 for non member.     Table for non member £1,350. £150 for non member.     Table for non member £1,350.

For more information please contact For more information please contact 
Melinda Jean at Melinda.jean@thecbm.co.ukMelinda Jean at Melinda.jean@thecbm.co.uk

Sponsorship options are availableSponsorship options are available


